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Chardin Hall, a new
The rocky road
name for Bessie Burton
Nicholas Lollini

Editor-in-Chief
With a change in function, also
has come a change in name for the
on campus facility which formerly
housed the Bessie Burton Sullivan skilled nursing residence. The
structure, which will be renovated
to accommodate student housing
and scientific laboratories has been
renamed "Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, S. J. Hall," a prominent Jesuit
scientist and theologian of the late
19th and early 20th century.
"The residence halls have been
named for great Jesuits, Campion,
Bellarmine and Xavier, I consider
Chardin to be one of, if not the
greatest Jesuit of the 20th century,"
said Fr. Sullivan S.J., Chancellor of
Seattle University.
The facility had donned the name
Bessie Burton Sullivanfor the last 17
years, in honor of the mother of Fr.
Sullivan and Sr. Kathleen Sullivan.
"The Bessie Burton name should
have been changed," said Sullivan.
"Fr. Sundborg and I were agreeable
to the fact that it would be changed,
and from the administration came
the idea of renaming the building
after Teilhard."
According to Sullivan, the process surrounding the naming of
buildings on campus is one that

to regionals

Rose Egge
Staff Writer

is initiated by members of the Seatde University administration, who
then make a recommendation to the
board oftrustees. The board oftrustees makes the final decision.
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin held
many controversial beliefs in his
time, including the fusion of evolution and religious doctrine, and
his belief surrounding the "Omega
Point."
"During his lifetimeTeilhard was
criticized; he was very much ahead
ofhis time, but now his ideas and
writings are accepted," said Sullivan.
"He had a difficult life, but that was
because his idea's and writings were
so forward in their thinking."
In 1962 the Holy Office at the
Vatican issued a monitum condemning many of the works of Chardin.
The monitum asserted Chardin's
works "abound in such ambiguities
and indeed even serious errors, as
to offend Catholic doctrine." The
monitum called on superiors of
religious institutions and universities to protect the minds and beliefs
of followers against the dangers
presented in Chardin's works. The
statements were reiterated in 1981
by Pope John Paul 11,and it remains
the official church policy.

Nicholas can be reached at
lollinin@seattleu.edu

Hip-hop alive in Seattle

Seattle University's journey to
the club baseball regional playoffs
got tougher over the weekend.
After mercilessly defeating Evergreen just one week before, the
Redhawks lost two out of three
games against one of their most
competitive opponents, Western
Washington University.
Since losing this series, Seattle
may need to win out the six remaining games against Central Oregon
Community College and Eastern
Washington University to qualify
for the regional playoffs.
The series against Western began
with two tough loses on Saturday.
Game one started off with solid defense from both sides. The Viking's
pitching was flawless through the
first three innings and the Redhawks went three up, three down.
Kevin Roach, sophomore pitcher,
kept Western's batters guessing and
didn'tallow any runs through most
of the game.
In the fourth inning Seattle Julie Ignacio
earned their first run with a base Augie Matteo stares down a pitch
hit from Roach followed by an RBI
triple from Keegan Nokes, sopholosing the game 2-4.
more third baseman.
"Game one, they got some big
The Redhawks kept it going hits late. That was just a tough
with another single from Nick loss," said J.D. Jackson, coach.
Blanchard, junior short stop and "Offensively we were really bad.
Nokes' second RBI triple.
We just were not very aggressive at
The score was 2-0 in Seattle's the plate, swinging at balls out of
favor and Roach kept Western
the zone."
from taking the lead until the last
The Redhawks frustration beinning when the Vikings scored gan to show in game two through
four runs. With one last chance to numerous errors and weak hitting.
win it in the bottom of the seventh,
While they showed good defense at
the Redhawks were unable to score, the start of the game, including an

The Spectator

during Saturday's game.
unbelievable catch in right-center

field from Jordan Chanes, freshman
outfielder, Western was eventually
able to score five runs on Seattle.
"We didn't play bad baseball,
but we didn't play good baseball,"
said Jackson. "They showed up
with their A game and we showed
up with our B game and when
you've got two clubs like this going up against each

H
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SU set to purchase Qwest land
Sean Towey
Staff Writer

tiality agreement with Qwest,
limiting what the school can say

On April 4, Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J., informed the student
body that Seattle University has
completed a successful bid for the
"Qwest Property," the city block
kitty corner to the Connolly Center. Though expressing confidence

about the transaction. Smith was
the only Seattle University representative allowed to speak to the
press, and Qwest did not respond
to inquiries.
The e-mail Sundborg sent out
may or may not have been in violation of the confidentiality agree-

in the e-mail that Seatde University
would eventually own the property,
the school has not yet finalized their

purchase, but is continuing nego-

i not the most prominent

culture in the Puget
region, hip-hop is on the rise, encapuslating
ing from musk: to graffiti to breakdandng.
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According to Ron Smith, vice
president for finance and business
affairs, SU has signed a confiden-
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43°

ment.

"I went in and told him that we
won the bid, and then he sent out
the e-mail," said Smith. "We were
like, '00p5...'"
Smith is unaware as to why
Qwest has requested a confidentiality agreement. However, he can still

"We went through the bid process. It was a closed bid, and we
were informed that we were the
top bidder," said Smith. "Now, we
need to negotiate. I think it's all but
sealed up. It says on the offering
statement that they want to close
by November."
The school has been interested
in the land since before Smith came
to the school at the beginning of
this academic year.
Though the deal has not closed,
the administration remains excited
at the opportunity to
purchase the land for
several
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Uncertain future for the Endangered Species Act

Britten

Stark

The Spectator

The furture of endangered animals, like this Sumatran Tiger at the
Woodland Park Zoo, remains uncertain with ESA changes.

Emily Holt

Staff Writer
It is the story of an American
problem as old as 19th century
business
government regulation
of business and incursion on private property rights, reaching to the
heart of the Constitutions statement
that "private property [will not] be
taken for public use without just
compensation." In the eyes of environmentalists, however, the state
of this private property comes in
direct conflict with the ecosystems
and species residing therein.
This tension between environmentalists and private landowners
is coming to the forefront of the
political agenda after the online
journal Salon.com obtained and
released to the press a draft of proposed changes to the 1973 Endangered Species Act.
The U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has proposed changes
to the landmark environmental
—

protection law changes that will
limit the number of species that can
be protected and cut the amount of
land reserved for wildlife habitats,
while also shifting authority of these
lands from federal authority to state
control.
Under the changes, states could
veto species introduced to the protection list and control species-recovery plans at whim, something
environmentalists say is a vital part
to preventing extinction.
But government officials say the
public shouldn't be alarmed yet.
"The documents thatSalon.com
reported were very early documents;
the most recent documents look
nothing like the old ones," said Valerie Fellows, a public relations representative for the FWS. "They will
be finalizing the proposed changes
in the near future."
The earliest proposed changes
came after a series of lawsuits from
environmental groups against federal agencies.
—•

One particular point of contention right now is section seven
of the act, which has strong protections against agencies pursuing
business interests on lands that inhabit endangered species.
Gordon H. Orians, professor
emeritus in the Department of Biology at the University of Washington, is one of the signatories in an
amicus (a group of non-participants
in a legal suit who nominally support a brief) fighting to keep section
seven as it is.
According to Orians, rewriting
the law is no longer an issue as it
previously was during the Republican majority in Congress. Rather,
the advocates ofthe changes want to
re-examine and reinterpret the law
to weaken the protections.
"No one will really come right
out and oppose [the ESA] through
a frontal assault because they know
that it would fail. So they go the
route of the Trojan War," said Orians. "Protections need to be strong
and what the petitioners are trying
to do really violates the original intentions of the act."
Although Congress passed the
first ever legislation to protect the
environment in the late 19605,President Richard Nixon declared the
laws inadequate and signed the Endangered Species Act into action in
1973 to protect endangered species
and their ecosystems from "the consequences of economic growth."
Once a site has been declared the
habitat of an endangered species,
federal agencies, corporations and
citizens are prohibited from authorizing, funding or taking any action
that could destroy or change the
habitat. The law includes a citizen
suit clause that allows an individual
to sue the federal government in order to enforce the law.
The number of species on the
endangered list increased steadily
during the administrations of Ford
through Clinton, but has declined
under the current administration.
The rate of species listing is tied to
citizen involvement and the discre-

tion of federal agencies, such as the
FWS.
The Department of Interior and
Commerce, who proposed the 117page draft, hopes to bring clarity to
the old law. The draft has circulated
among FWS staff since February
and has been kept as private as possible. Some FWS employees think
the draft is not based on "defensible
science."
A 2005 survey conducted by
Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility, a nonprofit
service organization assisting federal
and state employees, showed that
FWS employees were directed to
ignore data that, when considered,
would increase the number of protected habitats.
Dirk Kempthorne, Interior
Secretary and boss of the FWS, has
long criticized the act, proposing
that states can exempt themselves
from the act or run cost-analysis
studies of the potential affect on
state business.

economy. But Democratic representative Barbara Boxer, from
California, has already spoken out
against the changes on grounds that
the ESA saved the bald eagle and
could save more species.
The concerns ofenvironmentalists echo those ofBoxer.
Dr. P. Dee. Boersma, professor
and Wadsworth Endowed Chair in
Conservation Science at the University of Washington, stressed the
importance of the ESA and more
preventative measures for environmental conversation.
"The ESA is the emergency
room for endangered species," said
Boerma. "People saying that we
can cut these protections down, is
like saying we don't need emergency
care for humans."
Lawyers of Earthjustice, a nonprofit environmental law firm, have
said that the changes are biologically
inconsiderate. Currendy, if a species
could be extinct within the next 300
years, it is eligible for protection.
The new changes cut that timeline
to 10 to 20 years
a problem for
species such as killer whales, whose
normal life spans are two decades
and who, although are still at threat,
could physically not become extinct
in that period.
Under the new regulations, as
long as the work of agencies such
as the Forest Service and the Army
Corps of Engineers, do not further
extinction, their plans can go ahead;
this makes recovery plans aimed at
saving species impossible.
Jan Hasselman is one of the leading Earthjustice lawyers in this case,
who believes that the efforts at reinterpretation will not be successful.
"The American people support endangered species," she said.
"Even if we have to develop differently, even if developers or industries want to weaken the act, their
remedy is through Congress. And
Congress has opposed the means
that they have gone about it."
-

No one will really

come right out and
oppose [the ESA],
Gordon H. Orians
UW Biology Professor Emeritus

House Republicans have been
trying to make changes in the law
since 1995, finding that the law can
make public works projects hard to
implement. Lawyers from Pacific
Legal Foundation, a law firm that
aids industries and landownerswho
oppose government regulation, have
said that the changes may provide
benefits to electricity and irrigation
projects.
The changes in the law would
impact California the most, where
there is the greatest number of endangered species, and where both
previously mentioned businesses
form the foundation of the state's

Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu

SU names Howell as new VP for mission and ministry
Chris Kissel
Staff Writer

According to Fr. Patrick Howell,
S.J., Seattle University's new vice
president for mission and ministry,
it is the Jesuit character of this in-

stitution that makes it unique. In
his new position, Howell hopes to
strengthen that aspect while bringing it closer to the academics that
play in integral part in the experiences of all SU students.
"My interest is in seeing how we
advance and deepen ourselves as a
Catholic university, and in seeing
the uniqueness of the university
as we do that," said Howell. "How
do we match our values and desires
with what we're actually doing?"
Howell, who became a Jesuit in
1961, subsequendy studied at Bos-

College and in Rome prior to
his ordination as a priest. He worked
in a high school environment for
13 years before completing his doctoral studies at Catholic University
in Washington, D.C. Since 1985
he taught spirituality, sacramental
theology and pastoral leadership as
part ofSeattle University's Theology
department before becoming dean
of the School of Theology and Ministry in 2000.
In addition to his service as dean
of the School of Theology and Ministry, Howell has contributed a religion column regularly to The Seatde
Times.
During Howell's time as dean,
the School of Theology and Ministry became the seminary for 10
major Protestant denominations,
adding what Howell calls an "ecuton

menical dimension" to the campus'
growing theological life.
Fr. Howell had been on sabbatical from his duties as dean since September when Fr. Stephen Sundborg,
S.J., president ofSeatde University,
asked him to consider the position
of vice president for mission and
ministry late last fall. Howell's experience as an academic administrator
led Sundborg to believe him to be a
perfect fit for the position.
"I think that Fr. Howell's going
to be very, very effective in working
particularly witheach ofthe colleges
of the university," said Sundborg, "to
work in terms of the orientation,
the education, the discussion and
the development with faculty and
staff of how to continue to evoke
the Jesuit and Catholic identity of
the university."

Howell and Sundborg agree that
ability to see the uniboth
from
an academic and
versity
a spiritual point of view that will
lead him to the greatest success in
his new position.
"I enjoy doing the organizing
and helping to animate faculty
and others to look at the mission
and the Jesuit identity of the university," said Howell. "My interests
have always been in direct ministry
and care for others, especially stuit is Howell's

dents."
In his new role, Howell will take
the two major responsibilities
that pertain to the religious mission of the university. In terms
of ministry, he is charged with
overseeing the university's campus
ministry (which is itself responsible for things like social justice
on

outreach and international service
trips). Simultaneously, he will assist faculty and staff to understand
and integrate the Jesuit identity of
the school through programs and

workshops.
For Howell, nothing sums up
better the direction Seattle University is headed in, the direction he
is now partly responsible for, than
the phrase, "the whole person for
the whole world."
"Jesuit education has always
tried to educate the whole person,"
said Howell. "The change now is
that it's not just local, it's not even
just national, but it's really the globalization of the campus. That's the
next phase of what we're about."
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu
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KSUB, other Internet radio stations question future
Michael Lis-Sette
Volunteer Writer

ing in 1993, and was developed by which Internet radio broadcasters
Carl Malamud.
would simply pay a certain percentTwo years later, on Nov. 7, 1995, age of their total revenue for licensPaul Brown, the host ofKSUB s the first terrestrial radio station (traing fees.
"Grind Your Mind," on the air from ditional radio stations) began to
In addition, there is now a flat
8-10 p.m. Sunday nights, has found broadcast content over the Internet. $500 minimum fee to be paid by
This station was WXYC, the stueach Internet radio broadcaster for
working at Seattle University's student radio station to be a valuable dentradio station ofthe University the right to play these songs.
use of his time.
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
That would potentially mean,
"I've learned a lot, and a lot ofit
1996 would mark the passing of according to Jeffery Echert of
is just getting the experience ofhow the Telecom Act, which removed RainyDawg Radio, "even if this stato talk over the air," he said.
tion had only one listener for the
many media ownership in the teleWhile working at KSUB has communications industry, allowing entire year, they would still have to
provided some experience in tradi- firms to own up to seven properties pay this minimum fee."
tional broadcasting, as KSUB does in a given market. One aftereffect
RainyDawg Radio is the student
broadcast over the air on a limited ofthis was a major homogenization radio station of the University of
basis, the majority of it has been in ofradio, which possibly helped the Washington,- and Echert serves as
Internet broadcasting.
more diverse medium of Internet
its current general manager. As he
As such, it is somewhat underradio to grow.
explained to The Spectator, there
standable that a recent decision
With much of the basic technolare really not many options for
by the Copyright Royalty Board ogy now developed, little would RainyDawg other than Internet
(CRB) to increase the royalties paid directly change beyond the further broadcasting, making his objections
to performers of music broadcast on
expansion of this broadcast medium to this new policy quite understandInternet stations has left him someuntil 2003, when Radio Vague beable.
what concerned about the general came the first mobile Internetradio
"It's the only option for us to be
future of the Internet broadcasting station. They had recendy acquired broadcasting at all, given the naa transportable satellite Internet
ture of terrestrial radio in Seatde,"
industry.
"I think it's a terrible decision," broadcast system and using it to he said. "There are not available
Brown said, "because it basically inbroadcast live from the Feb. 15, frequencies and we do not have the
creases the amount ofroyalties that 2003 protest in London, England money to pursue one."
webcasters have to pay."
Broadcasters such as RainyDawg
against the imminent Iraq War.
Brown isn't the only one who
are not the only ones objecting.
feels this way, as increasing numThe Radio and Internet Newsbers ofbroadcasters who utilize the It basically increases
letter (RAIN), founded in 1999 by
Internet for getting out their conKurt Hanson to give, according to
tent out are increasingly worried
[the] royalties that web- their website, "daily commentary
by a recent ruling that could have
on key issues involving radio and
the Internet," has been a staunch
potentially grave consequences for casters have to pay.
the industry as a whole.
and consistent critic of this deciWhile the issue of royalty payPaul Brown sion. They have feared that this will
KSUB Loud Rock Director essentially put an end to the ability
ments for songs broadcast on Internet radio stations is a relatively
ofmost broadcasters to operate with
recent occurrence, the origins of
any level of profit.
Internet radio itself go much furWith the number of stations
Daniel McSwain currendy works
ther back. In order to understand worldwide now numbering above as an assistant editor at the Radio
10,000, it seemed as if this new inthis current controversy, one must
and Internet Newsletter.
understand the history of the me"It makes operating most curdustry, having weathered the dotdium itself.
com burst of 2001, will endure for rent webcast business impossible,"
This history can be traced back some time to come.
he said of his current situation. "It
However, this certainty was
to 1992, when the Motion Picture
definitely makes profitability imExperts Group approved the mp3 called into question by the decision possible, as under the new royalty
as the standard storage medium for mentioned at the beginning of this rates you're talking about a multiple
of their annual revenues that these
computer audio files. While the article by the CRB adopt what is
mp3 is not the only codec used in known as an increased "per-play" rates would total."
the Internet radio industry (with rate, with the most commonly acThis is backed by an article
others including Ogg Vorbis, Wincepted definitionofa "performance" published on the RAIN website
dows Media Audio and Real Audio) being the streaming of one song to on March 2, in which it is shown
it remains the most popular.
one person.
that the new fees, based on a proThis would require broadcasters posal by the royalty collection body
A year would pass before the first
Internet radio station would come to pay a certain amount of monSoundExchange, are to be instituted
into existence. This was Internet ey per performance of a song, in are retroactive back to 2006, startTalk Radio, which began broadcastcontrast to the previous system in
ing with a rate of 0.0008 cents per

Bid for Qwest property

Rob La Gatta

The Spectator

SU recently made a bid to purchase the Qwest property, located
across the street from Championship field.

n

"This is a most imporpiece of property
for the future development of Seattle University, because
it lies within the boundaries of our
Major Institution Master Plan and
thus allows for our development
of it for university purposes," said
Sundborg in his e-mail. "Our immediate plans are to move into it
Facilities Services and other operations that will open up more of the'
center ofthe campus for classrooms,
offices, and other educational uses.
For instance this will allow us to
relocate University Advancement
tant

and Publications from the Administration Building, making room
for offices and classrooms."
Besides freeing up more space,
acquiring this land is of the utmost
importance because it fits with the
Major Institution Master Plan,

Rob La Gatta

The Spectator

Jake Wild, a freshman pre-major and DJ for Seattle University's
internetradio station KSUB, does his show on Tuesday night.
performance. These fees increases to
0.0011 in 2007, 0.0014 in 2008,
and 0.0018 in 2009, before finally
reaching 0.0019 in 2010.
On the surface, this might not
seem like a very large fee-rate to
operate under. However, as pointed
out in the aforementioned RAIN
article, well-run Internet stations
might beable to generate a revenue
of 1.0 to 1.2 cents per listener-hour.
Given these new royalty fees, unless
they were to diversify their business
interests, as the claim goes, most stations might pay a royalty rate equal
to anywhere from 100 (for the most
successful stations) to 200 percent
of their total revenues.
The organization SoundExchange disagrees with this assertion.
"18 months preceded the decision by the CRB, during which
time dozens of witnesses testified,
multiple depositions were delivered
and thousands of pages of data were
reviewed," said Willem Dicke,
communications director for SoundExchange. "The decision reached
by the members of the Copyright
Royalty Board was based upon the
most recent economic data possible, and in our view it was a fair
decision as to the compensation
artists and laborers should receive
for their work."
This decision has also proven
very unpopular with many other

Internet broadcasters, both Internet-only and terrestrial ones who
simulcast on the Internet. It should
be noted, however, that while terrestrial broadcasters are exempt
from paying these royalties to the
performers of a copy-righted work,
they are nonetheless required to pay
it to a composer of a copy-righted
work. And while this does lead to
a royalty rate of about one-quarter
that of Internet-only stations, terrestrial stations that simulcast are
nonetheless quite concerned.
"When you have Clear Channel
and NPR on the same side of an issue you obviously have a consensus
amongst people in the radio indus-

try," said Echert.
While speaking to Daniel McSwain of RAIN, The Spectator
learned that his organization is expecting to hear back from the CRB
within two weeks to one month
about the possibility of a rehearing
regarding these newly instituted
royalties. Whether they shall eventually be rescinded or allowed to
continue is uncertain, but given the
importance they will have in determining the future of the Internet
radio industry, this future decision
by the CRB shall certainly prove
important, no matter what direction it might take.
Michael can be reached at
lissette@seattleu.edu

nancially prepared for an opportunity such as this to arrive.
Smith talked further about the
"[Purchasing the land] is fischool's plans.
nancially feasible," said Smith.
"It builds out the corner of "Its a matter ofallocating budget
the campus," he said. "It moves dollars. There are a couple of opthe center of the campus closer to tions on how to do that."
However, though it is exciting,
the Pavilion and Student Center.
There's not a specific plan yet, until it is important to remember that
we look at the space, but we have a Seattle University has not yet purchased the land.
couple of ideas."
"I hope it all works out, exBeyond perhaps moving Facilities Services and University Adpectations are high," said Smith.
"It's something that would be
vancement and Publications, the
school could move some offacilities important in the future to Seatde
from the bottom of the Lee Arts University."
Center. Along with the building
Smith is unaware why Qwest
comes a large parking lot, which wants to sell the property, but
the school would eventually build guesses that the company is conon. For now, it could provide much
solidating.
more room for parking vans and
Sean can be reached at
other vehicles.
has
been
fiSeattle University
toweys@seattleu.edu
which has been approved by the

City of Seattle.
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Dispatches from Cambodia: A vote for change
Mike Phillips
Volunteer Writer

Today is just like yesterday here,
and tomorrow likely won't be much
different. The streets are crowded,
the heat and humidity is oppressive
and Phnom Penh is just as noisy and
raucous as ever.

But the people on the sidewalks
stand a little straighter and
laugh a little louder. And every hand
you shake, every wave that greets
you, is marked by a bright purple
index finger.
Yesterday Cambodia held its
second commune election, deciding local leadership. No one was
killed and there were few if any reports of political violence. Despite
documented instances offraud and
voter intimidation around the country, observers generally agreed that
the elections were carried out freely
and fairly.
seem to

I wanted to

get inside

the room, [to] see how
the process works.
Dinna
25-year-old Cambodian Voter

are

This is new. Peaceful elections
far from the norm in this young

nation.
Cambodia's democracy Was been

charitably described as a "difficult
adolescent." Indeed, elections here
are marred by no small amount of
intimidation, violence and outright
corruption. But Cambodia today
finds itself the sole surviving democracy of south-east Asia's mainland
after a brief experiment in neighboring Thailand fell in the military
coup last fall that toppled Prime
Minister Thaksin Shinawatra.

Cambodia's
now just

teenage

democracy,

14 years old, was born out

of decades of conflict and violence.
A coup, a civil war, the horror and
devastation wrought by the Khmer

The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com

Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
-

Rouge, the subsequent invasion and
occupation by the Vietnamese, and
the decade of continued civil war
which followed scar Cambodia's recent history. Peace is new here, and
fighting with Khmer Rouge forces
lasted into the late 19905.
Yesterday was Dinnas first election. Though 25 and old enough to
vote in the elections of 2002 and
2003, he didn't receive his ID card
allowing him to register until 2004.
The polls open at 7:00 a.m., but
Dinna was in line by 6:30, excited

for his first

taste

of democracy.

When his turn in the queue
came, he showed the monitors his
un-stained hands and his ID. He received his ballot, a simple piece of
paper with a box for each party and
a stamped seal denoting the polling
station, checked the box he wanted
to vote for, and dropped the ballot
into a large metal box marked "Provided by the Government of Japan."
Then, a poll worker dipped his index finger into a vial of dark indigo
ink, the same ink that has stained
the fingers of voters from Serbia to
Afghanistan and Iraq.
"I wanted to get inside the room,
so that I could see how the whole
process works," he said. His first exposure was a good one, marked by
the peace that was the order ofthe
day. "Nothing happened," he said,
"and there was no violence, no one
tried to force me to vote for anyone.
It went well."
Dinna's first time in the ballot
box went much differently that that
of those who made their first trips in
1993, when Cambodia held its first
elections. Those elections pitted the
royalist F.U.N.C.I.N.P.E.C. against
the Cambodian People's Party, or
CPP.
The CPP began as the political
incarnation of the Vietnamese-imposed central government. Despite
an election characterized by violence, voter intimidation, and fraud,
F.U.N.C.I.N.PE.C. still managed to
win an impressive victory. However,
the CPP, in no mood to give up power, subsequently leveraged its control
of the military and a threat of civil
war to maintain its position, forcing
the creation of a nominal joint government upon then-Prime Minister
Norodom Ranariddh, which it first
dominatedand then dissolved in a
violent coup in 1997.
The elections of the following
year, in 1998, were tarred by widespread violence and systematic abuses of the process by the CPP, who
won easily in a poll that only the
most cynical international observers
were willing to condone.
Cambodia's first commune elections, held in 2002, were similarly
controversial, as were the 2003 national elections which weakened the
CPP's hold on power, and forced it
to form a coalition government with
F.U.N.C.I.N.P.E.C. These elections
also marked the emergence of the
nationalist Sam Rainsy Party, named
for its charismatic leader, as a major
opposition force. After anotherfour
years of the current leadership, it appears the Cambodians are looking

for something different.
"We had the same leader for the
25 years, same party since Pol
Pot regime," says Dinna. "I voted
because I want to see a change."
Dinna doesn't know whether the
past

Courtesy Mike Phillips

The crowds were out last week, when Cambodia held their second commune election.
new government will be better, or
whether it will break with the CPP's
policies and its culture of corruption, but "the old parties, they just
only say, they don't do."
"Voters resent their collaboration," he says, voicing a familiar complaint about F.U.N.C.I.N.P.E.C.
Though originally the winner of the 1993 elections, the
past decade has not been kind to
F.U.N.C.I.N.P.E.C. A long string
of misfortunes ended in the ouster
ofPrince Norodom Ranariddh, the
party head and former co-Prime
Minister alongside current ruler and
self-described strongman Hun Sen.
After the ouster, Ranariddh
formed his own party, the Norodom
Ranariddh Party or NRP. Although
official results won't be released
until the end of April, preliminary
results from the election show that
F.U.N.C.I.N.P.E.C. received less
than half of the 3.9 percent of the
popular vote that the NRP won, the
end of a long hard fall from power
for the party.
Those same results show that, as
expected, the CPP won in the sort
oflandslide American political parties can only dream about, taking
1591 of the commune chief positions, leaving the SRP with 28 and
F.U.N.C.I.N.P.E.C. with two.
The elections seemed to complete the transition to a two party
system dominated by the government and the so-called "democratic
opposition" of the SRP, which won
25 percent of the popular vote. This
marked a 77 percent increase over
2002, and the SRP's 28 commune
seats were more than twice the number that they previously held.
All of this represents a significant
change on the Cambodian political
scene. In most of Cambodia's communes, the SRP is now the only opposition party, and the party's rapid
expansion has been coupled with
disintegration of previously dominant F.U.N.C.I.N.P.E.C.
While the results of the election
are unlikely to lead to significant
policy changes on the part of the
nation's leadership, it does send the
ruling CPP a strong wakeup call, as
opposition is gradually building to
their kleptocratic rule.

The commune elections were also

widely seen as a test of the waters for
the more important national elections in 2008. Indeed, SRP officials
were wary before the elections, and
hoped for moderate gains so as not
to scare the CPP into more aggressive tactics ahead of next year.
In the lead-up to those elections,
a number of issues still loom large.
It's open knowledge in Cambodia
that the CPP uses its control of
government coffers to finance elections, giving gifts ofrice and scarves
to impoverished rural residents. The
CPP's party structure is also highly
organized, and leverages the power
ofall levels of the government, including the police and military, to
control elections.

I wanted to pick
a good leader for
the commune.
Mao
20-year-old Cambodian

Media outlets are also dominated
by the government and ruling party.
An unspoken rule keeps the SRP
offof the television at all, and most
news and political coverage in other
oudets, such as the newspapers and
radio is thinly disguised propaganda
similarly dominated by the CPE For
rural families isolated in Cambodia's
far flung villages, broadcasts from
government owned and operated
stations are the only source of any
national or international news.
Prime minister Hun Sen himself
owns one of the nations largest
television stations and holds a controlling share in another.
Voter turnout has also been
plummeting in recent years in
Cambodia, the result of systematic
disenfranchisement and growing
disillusionment with a political and
economic reality that votes don't
seem to change. This years turnout
below 65 percent
was far lower than 2002 s 86 percent or 2003's
83 percent.
Many of those who wanted to
—

—

this year couldn't.
Him and Mao, both 20, were excited to vote in the months leading
up to their first elections. But when
the time came to register, they still
hadn't been issued their I.D. cards
by the government, and as night
watchmen earning $70 a month to
scrape through school, neithercould
afford the $25 bribe to expedite the
process. Election observers estimate
that as many as 1.6 million potential eligible voters were unable to
register or were turned away at the
polls. Most of these cases seemed
to be individuals who were young,
poor, or migrants, all of which are
historically strong constituencies for
the SRP
"I had no invitation to vote," said
Mao, "but I wanted to. I wanted to
pick a good leader for the commune."
vote

"Maybe we can vote next year,"
hopes Him, although its easily possible that their applications could
take years

to process if they don't
lost
simply get
altogether.
Government officials here are
paid a meager $20 to $30 a month,
and rely on rampant corruption to
supplement their meager incomes.
Higher incomes for civil servants is
one of the top issues for the SRP,
who hope to make some headway
in curbing the nation's endemic corruption.
But people here don't seem to
be particularly concerned with the
specifics of each party's platform.
The focus is on change. Like Dinna, Mao and Him complain of an
entrenched government that has
long-since stopped being responsive to the people's needs. "I don't
know if the opposition is better, but
why not change and see?" asks Him.
"The CPP ruled for two decades and
nothing changes," says Mao. "So
why not vote for somebody new,
and maybe they will change."
That's the refrain you hear
around town today. A fresh start,
a new course. Something different
after 28 years of the same. Cambodian democracy is growing up, and
change is in the air.

Mike can be reached at
mike.phillips.3@gmail.com

Club unites the investment savy
Sean Towey

consistently attend meetings. The
club meets on Tuesday nights at 6
pm in Pigott 416.

Staff Writer
Donald Trump has been in the
mainstream media so much lately
for his B-grade reality TV show, his
C-grade spat with Rose O'Donnell,
and his D-grade haircut that it is
difficult to remember why anyone
listens to him anyway.
However, students involved with
the Seattle University Investment
Club could tell you in a heartbeat:
perhaps one of the best real estate
investors in history, Trump embodies the careful balance between risk
and reward that has brought many
fame and fortune.
Many people, college students
especially, would like to imitate
that success.
"The key to investing is to find
something you're into, whether it
be fashion or construction, and
invest in companies in that area,"
said Chris Hodges, a junior finance
management major and president
of the Investment Club. "Stick to
your expertise."
For example, Trump took his
initial knowledge of real estate to
unimaginable heights.
"The curiosity is definitely there
for most students," said Hodges.
"It's the guttsiness to actually do it
[that is missing]."
That is where the Seatde University Investment Club steps in.
Started last spring by a group
of graduating Finance majors, the
club now boasts 20-30 members,
from several different majors, that

1

"We're

not a

club that gives

cupcakes every meeting," said
Hodges. "We want the purpose of

out

the club to sell itself. Once people
see how valuable this knowledge is,

they'll probably join the club."
Though the club is open to
anyone, Hodges would like to see
a

consistent group of 30 members

showing up to meetings.
"If there's more than that, that's
great," said Hodges. "We'll justsplit
into different kinds of groups."
A large part of the groups time
is devoted to managing the $50,000
given to them by the D.A. Davidson financial consulting firm. D.A,
Davidson gives several investment
clubs $50,000, and has them compete to see who does better with the
money. The University ofWashington and Gonzaga University both
participate in the program, and
about 30 schools are involved.
"We get to manage the money
how we like," said Hodges. "About
70-80 percent of our meetings are
just talking about our portfolio.
Last year we won, so hopefully we
do that again."
As of right now, the club is
about even with the money. However, they just took the portfolio
over from the business school, and
plan to manage it for the rest of
the year.
The club also brings in guest
speakers and talks about each other's expertise.

Stock Market Challenge.
The game would have been open
anyone, and would be run similarly to Fantasy Football. Each participant pays a $5 entry fee and then
picks a "stock," such as Microsoft or
Starbucks. These are not real stocks;
instead, the activity is a simulation.
Each stock would be bought
and sold one time according to actual market values. Whoevers stock
increases the most in the given time
would have received 40 percent of
the revenue generated by the event.
However, Seattle University recendy stepped in and shut down the
event due to legal concerns, citing
that the Stock Market Challenge
did not meet guidelines in place
from the Washington State Gaming Commission.
For those who want more information on finance and investing,
there are several different resources
available. Web sites such as yahoo.
finance.com, finance.google.com,
msnmoney.com, and investopedia.
com are all great for beginning into

vestors.
Or, a

student can simply join the
club.
"We're really pleased to see the
commitment from the members
of the group," said Hodges. "That
is the foundation and root of our

growth."
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
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Joseph Phillips, Aibers' dean, insists that cheating is not a trend.
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer

Ekaterina Emm, professor offi-

sent to

nance, said thatthe problem is not
ktge enough to be called a trend,
but also thinks that the cases are
not as rare as the school would like

School of Business and Econom-

them to be.

ics citing concern over recent
"increased reporting on cases of
plagiarism in our undergraduate

"I only see about two cases a
year of cheating in my classes,"
she said. "But students do abuse
the system when it comes to exam

On March 26, an e-mail was
all students in the Albers

programs."
While the e-mail would seem
time.''
to indicate that there was a conEmm also alluded to the fact
sensus on the problem ofcheating that cases of academic dishonesty
in Albers, many from the business vary between cultures. She said
school disagree.
that cheating is most common
Joseph Phillips, dean ofAlbers, amongst international students,
maintains that cheating is not a who may come from cultures
trend, adding that "if [the numwhere grades are more emphasized
ber ofcheating cases] is above zero, than ethics.
then it is a problem."
"Many of our international
All cases of academic dishonstudents are more ambitious and
esty eventually make their way feel more pressure to get better

Phillips, where a final decision
on punishment is made. In the
e-mail, Phillips wrote that he considers the question, "Do we want
this person out there with a degree
to

from Albers?"
If the answer is no, then students can be expelled from the
program.

Albers follows Seattle University's policies when dealing with
cases ofacademic dishonesty, with
penalties determined based on a
number ofdifferent factors. Experience appears to play a significant
role in the outcome.
"We have to look at whether
the person caught cheating is a
freshman or a graduate student,"
said Phillips. "No one is excused
for cheating, but some should
know better than others."
Phillips also said that the important thing is that a lesson is
learned. He said that he rarely
has to enforce further punishment
than has already been handed out
by the instructor, bur said there are
certain situations when he would
have to do so. If a student refuses
to own up to the dishonest act, he
says, then steps would have to be
taken to ensure that the message is

made clear. Further punishment
could include a letter ofreprimand,
suspension or expulsion.
The exact number of cheating
cases that took place during the
winter quarter is not known. Phillips said that he doesn't have such
information readily available.
"To be honest, even if I did, I
would not tell you," he said of the
data.

Professors within the business
school seem to take a viewpoint
similar to that ofPhillips when it
comes to academic dishonesty.

grades," said Emm. ""The competition for grades can drivestudents
to cheat."
One business student, who

asked not to be named, said that
cheating is something students see
on a regular basis.
"I know of people who have

been caught cheating, and others [who] tell me that they think
someone may have cheated off
them," said the student. "So while
many do not cheat, it is a problem
that needs to be addressed."

Phillips said that the school has
stepped-up emphasis on the issue ofcheating, adding
that he was not sure why the number ofreported cases had risen.
However, according to Emm,
the university is working to make
what constitutes cheating more
clear by adding a detailed analysis
of it in campus-related literature.
She thinks that this kind of approach could help to alleviate the
not placed any

problem.

"If someone could talk to students when they came into the
school, it would be really beneficial" she said.
Phillips said that the most important aspect of the issue was to
uphold the credibility of the institution. He repeatedly noted that
students in the business school
are treated like adults and trained
to best represent SU in the workforce.
"A university is only as good as
the people that represent it," said
Phillips. "That means that we have
to ensure that the image of our
program and our alumni is kept
at a high standard."

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
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Housing:
Large Rrm seeks furnished, short-term, reasonably priced housing
close to downtownfor summer law clerks. Need for 8-12 weeks
from mid May through September. Please call (206) 359-8000
and ask for Pam (ext. 6018).
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Recreation Attendant:

$10.88 to $13.02/hour. Part-Time. Open and close rental facilities
for Seattle Parks & Recreation, five hours/week, evenings and
weekends. Assist renters with event set-ups, handle problems,
and enforce crowd control and parking rules. Must be 18 with a
driver's license, and pass a criminal history background check.
Customer service experience preferred. For more information
and an Online Application Form, visit www.seattle.gov/jobs by
4/15/07. The City is an Equal Opportunity Employer that values
diversity in the workforce.

Restaurant Employee:
Now Todai hiring. Energetic and positive employees. F/T & P/T.
Apply in person: Todai 600 Pine St inside of Pacific Place Mall.
Bring Resume, Ask for Manager.

Do You Like
the Night Life?
Night Porter for hire at downtown
Seattle's four star, luxury boutique
Hotel Vintage Park. 1100 sth Ave.
Looking for good customer service

®

R
I

FRESHMAN FORUM
W NATALIE SHEILS
PIGOTT 306
TUESDAY 6:OOPM

HOT SALSA NIGHT
6:00 -10:00PM
ISC LOUNGE PAVILION 160
FREE LESONS

Contact:
sheilsniaseattleii.edu

Contact:
gitahij>§seattleii.e<lii

@

@

MODERN

ENGAGING THE WORLD

MASQUERADE BALL

THROUGH INT'L EXPERIENCE

9:OOPM $ EMP
TICKETS $10 FREE
TRANSPORTATION

PIGOTT ATRIUM
5:00-7:00PM

Contact:

jainesefseattleu.edu

Contact:

hostette#seattleu.edu

M

®|

HE:

#

skills, and must have a good driving

record. Please contact, Janyce
Volodkevich 206-516-5049. e-mail:
janyce.volodkevich@hotelmonaco.com

Spend $200
||MHn

PRIZE

jgH■

BOrelnE^
7103

714 12th Avenue, Seattle |
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Free soda with purchase of 2 pizza slices
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Coupon: 15% off for Seattle University students and staff

New Management!

~1~~

Peer Health Action Team?

"

Do you want to help make a difference on campus?

New Menu!
11 Amo Pa.st 3 3nH PI77A
(Formerly Kelly's Pizzeria)

Please complete the Common Application, and access the Supplemental Application at:
Contact Jamie Robertson at robel2So@seattlen.edu for more information.
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Wellness and Health Promotion
Student Center Pavilion 126
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WWW.tiamopizza.com
722 12th Ave, Seattle, WA 98122
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For full menu, coupons, and online ordering, visit
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Curious about the

Is hiring for next years staff

/

Applications for Editor-in-Chief
Monday, April 16.

/

Applications for all other staff positions are due by Friday, Apr!l 27.
Send cover letter and resu m e to
Nick at lollinin@seattleu.edu or
Megan at petel 193@seattleu.edu
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comerials?

Will Seattle hip-hop siaurvive
Will Johnson
Volunteer writer

and indie scenes, it was only a matter of ti
before those business people found their \
to hip-hop.

What is hip-hop? Is it what you hear on
"The managers ofRock acts are com
93.3 FM? Is it those freestyles your boy from into the scene for money, but that means
around the way spits? Hip-hop is life and in all get money," explains Mariangela Abeo
Seatde it's been like that for a while.
director of the web store, Online Marked
"We have a lot of talent here," says Jelani and street teams for Mass Line Media.
So does getting money mean you
Jackson, a local promoter. "And we export
that talent very well."
making it? Does making money mean
Whether its graffiti writers bombing the are selling out? To some it doesn't have
"I have enough respect for and faith ii
Bay and New York, or Massive Monkeys
competing in world championship break the Seattle artists to believe that they w
dancing competitions, Seattle has had a sell out," continues Abeo.
vibrant hip-hop culture since its inception.
But while the business side of the "see
While Seatde has been know for the other begins to take root what about the ol
side that has had years to spread its rt
aspects of the culture it's only been recently
that the most commercialized aspect of the and take hold of the community? The
culture has started to get shine in our city: that everyone worked so hard to build,
side that gives meaning to the commui
rap.
"The scene has come a long way in the that was built by this thing known as
last decade," DJ Supreme is quick to point hip-hop culture.
Hip-hop is community. Hip-hop co
out. He should know, being responsible for
Conception Records, one of the first Seattle from those communities that have never
a voice and one thing that has always fc
hip-hop labels.
"We were distributed through Sub Pop," he so great about Seattle's hip-hop scene is
everyone had a voice.
continues. "Good talent is a great start. [But]
That community has worked very 1
we need more lawyers and managers because
to create exacdy what we have today. Fi
at the end of the day it's a business."
The music industry has learned how to artists pushing their product, to the yo
make money off of rap and Seattle is playing kids who are down to support the cul
and want to help however they can.
catch up to the business.
"The community is losing more and n
That business is going through many
changes itself and those changes will bring of their grip on the control of the indu
The power has shifted and is no longe
with it new ideas and strategies.
With Seattle's long history in the rock
our hands," explains Melissa Darby foui
:

®

Seattle hip-hop expert whose music column,
called "The Truth," was once featured in The

Chris Kissel
Staffwriter

a

Any hip-hop fan will tell you that each city
has its own style of hip-hop culture: the bassheavy, "dirty south" style rap of Atlanta; the
"hyphy" of the San Francisco Bay Area and the
West Coast "gangsta rap" of LA are all examples
of styles that exemplify the sound and feel of a
certain area. Many Seattle hip-hop fans, excited
by recently exposed artists like GabrielTeodros
and Blue Scholars, claim that it is the politicallyaware, socially-conscious lyrics and art of graffiti
artists, breakdancers and rap artists like these that
represent the sound of Seattle.
The more activist lyrical attitude that is
portrayed in the work of many Seattle artists
is something of which fans have taken note. To
categorize all Seattle hip-hop as such would be
unwise, but the fact that many Seattle artists
speak out various political and social issues is

Stranger. "We're in a corner of the country
that's kind of isolated, and we don't have a
lot of opportunities to network with the big
megalopolises in LA and San Francisco and New
York. We feel like the abused stepchild like we
kinda got something to prove."
A December 2006 event called "INDAYog," a
showcase offemale rap and spoken word talents
from the Puget Sound area, also did a fair amount
to expand the social horizons ofSeattle's hip-hop
scene. Featuring acts like Vivid Vixens, Beyond
Reality and Canary Sing (acts that continue to
gain popularity in the Seattle area), the event
evinced an attitude of gender tolerance that is
absent in the kind of "b~ches and ho's"-style
hip-hop that remains largely popular today.
"I go to a lot of the all-female shows, so I'm
really excited about the young women who come
out of the spoken word tradition, as well as the
-

Coutesy of GabrielTeodros

Gabrial Teodros "lovework" speaks of growing up bi-racial in Seattle's community
evident at almost any show in the Puget Sound
area.

say that there may be
some sort of progressive consciousness in some
parts of Seattle hip-hop, but not all of it," said
Dr. Mako Fitts, assistant professor of Sociology
at Seattle University. "You have to take into
account where people are at and what peoples
inspirations are."
While many of these artists do come from
a socially progressive position, their messages
certainly aren't identical.
"You can have artists like the dRED.i
movement, who rap about police brutality and
black men's experience in US culture, to an artist
like Laura Piece Kelly, who comes out of the
spoken word tradition and who raps about the
power ofwomen," said Fitts. "There's a diversity
that's coming out of Seattle hip-hop."
Although no one can be sure as to why
Seattle's rappers lean toward a more sociallyaware frame of mind, fans insist that geography
plays a major role.
"We're up in the corner," says Sam Chesneau,

"I would

venture to

more underground hip-hop," said Fitts. "I like
artists like Christina Orbe, Rogue Pinay, Julie
C —even someone like a Melissa Noelle Green,
who is strictly spoken word [~.] she's very

versatile."
And while some continue to doubt the
progressive nature of Seattle's hip-hop culture,
the music and art here, according to some,
exemplifies the potential for rap and hip-hop
as tools for social transformation. For someone
like Fitts, Seattle's scene may be an indicator of
what's to come.
"There's so much spotlight on hip-hop right
now from so many different avenues, the whole
idea of hip-hop as a global phenomenon, hiphop as part of American cultural globalization,
but also hip-hop as an educational tool, as a
cultural tool and a model for social movement
organizing," said Fitts. "It's always been so much
bigger than just rap music and DJing, and now
it's definitely a bigger phenomenon."

Chris can be reached at

Massive Monkees: more

it'shan fame, ily

Politics power Seattle hip-hop

Lauren Padgett
Features editor
When Massive Monkee legend Jerome Aparis (AKA
Jeromeskee) slid effortlessly across the wooden dance floor
onto his shoulder in a freeze, his legs made a perfect diagonal
with the floor and breakdancing, or "b-boying" never looked
so easy.
His Wednesday night breakdancing students tried to imitate
his controlled movements, either slighdy succeeding or falling
flat on the floor. Either way, the eclectic group ofeager dancers
laughed it offand kept trying.
"We're all students here," Aparis said as he stood back
and watched his class practice their moves. "It's all about the
heart."
Aparis never took a class on breakdancing, nor did he hone
his talent in a dance studio. It came as a gift from the streets,
a product of his South Seattle upbringing and endless hours
studying his mentors, the legendary DVS Crew, toprock across
the floor of the Jefferson Community Center.
Now teaching full-time at Velocity Dance Studio on Pike
St., Aparis has fulfilled his childhood dream to succeed
personally as well as support himself financially in the art of
-

b-boying.
What started as a fascination became obsession as Aparis
and his friends immersed themselves in the four corners of
hip-hop, eventually creating the cultural powerhouse known
today as the Massive Monkees.
Not only crew members, the Massive Monkees are best
friends.
"Literally, we're closer than our own brothers and sisters,"
said manager Benito Ybarra.
Ybarra's roots with the Monkees go way back. He attended
Franklin High School on Rainier Ave. with all the original
members, found his early passion in DJing but later his calling
as the group's manager. Ybarra serves as the official spokesperson
for the group and is a fierce protector of his "brothers."
The Massive Monkees have generated international
interest and have traveled the globe, snagging the 2004 World
Championship Breakdancing title in London. They still hold
that tide to this day, as there has not been another event of this
scale to date. If that comes, however, the Massive Monkees
are

ready.

The group performs during the halftime show at Seattle
Supersonics basketball games. This summer, they are the
personal guests of the government of Korea. Prince Charles
has flown the group out twice to perform at his annual charity

benefits for the children
shoulders and created fi
names in the music and
on a reality TV show. T1
breakers ofL.A. and Nd
Not to be forgotten, S
April 26 to be Massive N
Their laundry list c
extensive to recite.
As far as competition
When it comes to 1
Monkees' philosophy, "1
Massive Monkees are
artists and, of course, bi
Seatde's youth a voice ai
vehicle for social chang
Seattle on the map in

boying.
"Seattle has kind of c

freshness," said Yb;
is so pure that you're abl
Seattle and be recognize*
world. Your reputation
that's how we came up."
"Hip hop always be
force for us," saidYbarra
been a way for commun
own

together."

The demand to perl
ages shows was necessary
something definitely dwi
hip hop scene for years.
University of Washing
and 2000, Ybarra, Sar
and other Massive Mor
The SHOW (Studen
Organization ofWashir
"Our intentions wei
out some of the biggest
arm for all-ages shows ii
Gaining public int
important for the crew
came from the underage
"It's really importai
about Massive Monkee:
be talking about what's
they will be talking abo

Kisselc@seattleu.edu

The Eighth Annual Massive Monkee Day is April 28. A crew battle is held at tl
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ofObese Productions, a Seattle promotion
company.
The music has grown up. Very few still see
hip-hop as a one-dimensional music strictly
there to get the party started. The music is
influenced by all genres and emcees speak
:ting, what they feel. For some that means creating
the latest party anthem, for others that means
trying to use hip-hop to educate and change
the system. This has lead to many new fans
finding their way to hip-hop.
"Non-traditional fans won't hurt the
scene,
if anything they will help it grow,"
ivon't
Supreme.
says
:en"While there is little doubt that new fans
could hurt the scene how do we know if they
rots are justtrying to jump on the latest fad while
it's still the "cool" thing to listen to?
"Outsiders are coming into thescene," says
intSy am Chesneau, a Seattle industry veteran,
"and the question is why? Do you like the
music because someone said you should or
because you truly feel it?"
Feeling is at the root of it all. Everyone
in the Seattle scene has invested their time,
friendships and most importantly their hearts
to see the scene succeed.
"We're on that verge of getting our emcees
out there and really break through," explains
Jackson. "But I feel like there's not enough
genuine support amongst industry people
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mor"e We have a really nice scene," says Abeo.

er in

istry."But people wanna hold it back due to silly
childish jealousy."
mdeTr his "beef," as it could be dubbed, has

Lauren Padgett

tight.

Features Editor

"It used to be that everyone was in touch
with everyone," states Chesneau, but now the
business has gotten to a point that fans are
turning their back on the industry.
"The industry will take in and accept a
person who is a fan of the music and it will
chew that person up, suck the life blood
out ofthem and spit them back out," says

Jackson.

Graffiti is more than illegal it is the collective effort of sense engagement, community
empowerment and of course, design and color.
It can stand as a symbol of change, revolution,
personal revelation or just plain eye-popping
attention.
Graffiti master Sneke is a staple in the Seatde
area his tags can be seen throughout the city,
-

-

and whether commissioned or otherwise, serve
as a reminder that there is more to a building
than meets the eye.
Sneke reflects on Seattle's past courtships
with street art and its unstablerelationship with
Seattle law and community interest.
Simply put, he won't let the art be whitewashed out without a fight.

Lauren can be reaced at
padgettl@seattleu.edu

But what else is new? You may be familiar
with Q-Tip's classic line "industry rule
number 4080/record people are shady," but
how can Seattle defy the standards of the

record business and still succeed?
"It's the responsibility of the artists to,
their
rhymes, drop names to educate fans
in
and to drop industry info to educate other
artists," says Abeo.
But most importantly Seatdehas to stand
together. The scene is too small to be divided,
no matter what the problem may be. Artists
and industry people alike can squash their
"beef" and build together, only then can
truly great opportunities be provided for the
Seatde scene.
With several Seatde artists having recendy
gained different avenues to get their music
out on a national level the scene is at a

turning point.
"Its progressing" thinks Supreme, "but no
one knows where it's going."
Will can be reached at
johnsonw@seattleu.edu

Utilizing their substantial presence within the community
important for the group, endorse healthy lifestyles and
encourage acceptance among the elementary, junior high
and high school children they mentor. The Massive Monkees
York.
represent a departure from the violent "gang" persona filled
m
Seatd ayor GregNickels proclaimed through the media and mainstream artists.
"The music industry has become so corrupted, so trashed,"
VlonkDay.
e
too
said
Ybarra. "It's a business; people are trying to make money.
if accomplishments is honestly
When it comes to the kids trying to come up in Seatde, you
have to be really damn good, bring something new to the
1 goes?
Ybarra
echoes
the
Massive
table."
battling,
is
the
hardest."
Beating yourself
Coming up in Seattle is increasingly difficultand while the
MCs,
collective
of
Massive
Monkees are internationally renowned, they have yet
graf
a
group DJs,
reakers, who merged together to give to reach the same height of fame in their home city.
nd serve as a
"It sucks because there's talent here.
;e. They put
People just don't care. If you're not
terms of bsaying something different, if you're
not doing a whole new thing it's not
ieveloped its
enough," saidYbarra.
However, the crew is prepared to
arra. "B-bov
stick it out, regardless of the reception
e to be from
d all over the
they've received. The crew still meets
is battling,
every Friday and Monday nights at
the Jefferson Community Center
en a positive
for practice and welcome younger,
i. "It's always
upcoming members to hang out and
learn from them.
ities to come
The Massive Monkees represent
the modern version of hip hop as it
:orm for allfor exposure,
first appeared, on the streets and for
the community.
ndling in the
While at the
"We've been offered to relocate to
L.A., New York and London... do
ton in 1999
n Chesneau
videos, be on video games, we've been
The Spectator
ikees created Jackie Canchola
offered that stuff. But for us, that's not
t Hip-Hop Glen Takamura freezes the competition.
necessarily our goal. We really want to
stay home and make something here.
igton).
e so pure," said Ybarra. "We brought
We're happy just keeping our crew together and hanging
names in hip hop. It was a shot in the out with each other," Ybarra said.
the hip-hop genre."
Keeping the scene alive and real is what matters for these
erfst or the Massive Monkees was hip-hop heads.
but their most influential fan base
"It's a struggle; we're really trying to hold [hip-hop], trying
crowd.
to keep it precious, and we don't want to sell it out."
that kids, years from now still talk
said Ybarra. "Kids are not going to Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu
on the radio 10 years from now, but
Jt us."

nof

England. Hie group has rubbed
riendships with some of the greatest
entertainment industry. They were
heyare a household name among the

fractured the very scene that was once so

U»e Spectator: Where do you think Seatde graffitiis going, in terms ofartists, tags and Seatde
law?
Sneke: Seatde graffiti is going straight into the toilet. Only a couple ofkids are going through
the proper steps to really learnand respect the art form. Thanks to the Internet and certain graffiti
websites kids can attain some degree of fame by shameless self promotion. The head of the Seatde
anti-graffiti task force recently retired and the city has chosen to focus on safety as opposed to
graffiti.

iv

d

is

The Spectator: Graffiti is becoming a largely recognized art form, when at one time it was an
it
underground movement. Are you finding it easier to sell and commission
still more ofa passion that you work on for your persona] satisfaction?
Sneke: Graffiti is still not as acceptable as far as gallery work goes.
While it is getting easier it is still more of a passion for me.

Hie Spectator: How did you get started with graffiti? How old were you, what made you
start, continue forward?
Sneke: I got started in the summer of 1983 when I saw the movie style wars. It changed my
life. My passion and love of the art form are what have kept me continuing forward.

it

:

i

:

le

UW HUB. Cost is $10. Check out them out

at myspace.com/massivemonkees

The Spectator: Youre kind of a legend around Seattle. How do you feel about peopleknowing
who you are, or trying to follow your work and meet you? How has graffiti changed your life?
How has it affected your identity?
Sneke: It is very flattering, now daysI don't care that people knowwho I am. Graffitihas allowed
me to meet a lot of great people. I am a writer. Graffiti is a large part of my identity.
Hie Spectator: I heard that a person doing graffiti without permission could be classified as a
terrorist against the government? Is this true, and how do you feel about making pieces without
permission? Do you do it or are most of your pieces commissioned?
Sneke: I have heard the terrorism angle as well. As far as me, illegal graffiti is something I
would prefer not to comment on.
The Spectator: Benito, of the Massive Monkees described the hip hop scene as a tight knit
family, where everyone looks out for each other. How has this influenced you?
Sneke: Being a part of the community, knowing people and having people know me, ensures
a sense of safety, but also one of responsibility. Getting in touch with someone in the hip hop
community is usually as simple as one or two phone calls.
To see Sneke's work go to www.snekeone.com
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Thurs., April 12
"The Girls Guide to
Everything" Cocktail
Party Book Launch
$15
6 p.m.
W Seattle Hotel
Fri., April 13
The Silverspun Pickups
8 p.m.
Neumos
Eux Autres, Patience
Please

$5
8 p.m.
Atlas Clothing

Sat., April 14

Limbeck, The Forecast

$11
7 p.m.

0 Corazon
A-Frames, Walls
$6
7:30 p.m.
The Vera Project
The Long Winters, The
Broken West

$15, 21

+

8 p.m.
The Showbox
Sun., April 15
Modest Mouse

$33
8 p.m.
The Paramount
The Independents, 123
Fake Street

$10
7 p.m.
Studio 7
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Students get active in local hip-hop scene
Rose Egge
Staff Writer
There is more to learning the literary arts than English 110, as the
members of hip-hop duo Canary
Sing know.
Hollis Wear is a sophomore literature and history major at Seattle
University, whileMadeleine Clifford
is a sophomore creative writing major at the University of Washington.
They are polishing their writing
techniques through the local hiphop community.
While most students are busy
enough with their classes and maybe
a job, Wear and Clifford are not only
students but also teachers, emcees
and activists.
"We're just two hard-working,
intelligent women trying to hone
our craft, learn as much as we can
and give back to those who have
nurtured and provided for us," said
Wear.
Canary Sing has been influenced
by local hip-hop acts such as El Dia
and Abyssinian Creole as well as
writers like Ralph Ellison and Audre Lorde.
The two emcees write about life
as young, biracial women. They rap
about their struggles and celebrate
their experiences. Ranging from the
personal to the political, their music
testifies to all aspects of their everyday lives.
"We don't have any particular
agenda, we just write how we feel,
what we see, what pops up to us in
our day-to-day lives," Said Wear.
Lately Canary Sing has been performing almost every week, practicing their raps as they walk or ride the
bus to shows, and rocking out in the
crowd before and after their set.
Wear describes their live show
as, "Hot fire! With dancing. [I will
be] crazy hype and Maddy will be

holding it down. That's how we
roll."
When the two are not busy
with school work or performing,
the members of Canary Sing go to
as many shows as possible and try
to support local DJs.
"We try to get exposed to the local scene as much as possible," said
Wear. "Hip-hop shows are about
community, about acknowledging
and celebrating artists in the community, about heightening awareness and affirming ourselves."
Wear and Clifford also teach
writing workshops at Center
High School in the Seattle Center. They continue to work with
Youth Speaks, hosting workshops
and poetry slams all over the city.
These projects all aim to get youth
involved in the literary arts and inspire them to express themselves.
"Honestly, teaching a workshop
is a great excuse to work alongside
students in developing our crafts as
writers,

performers, emcees, freesty-

lers, all that jazz," said Wear.
The members of Canary Sing
have worked for a number of
causes, including Pinay Sa Seattle,
a Filipina organization raising funds
for the International Human Rights
campaign. They claim that all of
their actions in the community are
driven by a larger purpose.
"To me, being an artist is being an activist. To be involved in
the hip-hop community, really
participating in the community is
inherently a form of activism," said
Wear.
Wear and Clifford formed Canary Sing last year after performing
at poetry slams put on by an organization called Youth Speaks. Both
writers ended up on the team that
represented Seattle at Brave New
Voices, the national teen poetry
slam competition.

Photo Courtesy Canary Sing

Maddy Clifford (left) and Hollis Wear (right) make up the local, hiphop duo Canary Sings. The duo has competed in the national teen

poetry slam.
"Our

team was amazing,

five wom-

"In writing together we've learned

en, five very differentand strong writers.

so much more about hip-hop music, in

We were like a poetry powerhouse. We
just cranked out collaborations," said
Wear.
Both Wear and Clifford made it
into the finals to perform at the Apollo
Theater in Harlem. To make sure that
everyone on the team got to perform
that night, the women collaborated on
a poem.
"It was pretty tight. Maddy and I
have two different poetic approaches,
two different energies, but we recognized then that together as writers we
were dynamic," said Wear.
Moving from poetry to hip-hop was
a naturalprogression for Wear and Clifford. They both loved hip-hop music
and had friends who were respectable

particular all the female MG who are
holding it down, and our confidence in
our abilitieshasn't stopped increasing,"

emcees.

"I personally was exhausted by
spoken word poetry, so trying a new
form was an amazing thing for me,"
said Wear.
Canary Sing came up with their
name based on a book called "Caucasia" byDanzy Senna. The novel, about a
biracial girl growing up in theradicalized
19705, compares biracial Americans to
canaries in one excerpt that the group often read at the beginning of their sets.

said Wear.
In the short time that Canary Sing
has been together they have already
been booked at a number of events,
including Gabe Teodros' "Lovework"
album release party. Still, they have
goals for the future, such as recording
a record.
Nonetheless the emcees look to the
future with well rounded intentions.
They both hope to study abroad in
South America next year and eventually attend graduate school. Still, they
are grateful for the support and inspiration they have experienced in the local
hip-hop community.
"Anyone can freestyle, anyone can
rhyme. You justhave to listen, stay onpoint, check others if they're straying.
Stay educated," said Wear. "Hip-hop by
definition is progressive, affirming, and
empowering. Ifyou hear any noise that
degrades or silences, it's not hip-hop,
and someone needs to get told."
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu

Tues., April 17

The face behind the Craigslist empire

Saves the Day, Say
Anything

Jessie DiMariano
Staff Writer

$17
8 p.m.
Neumos

Comeback Kid, It Dies
Today

$13
7 p.m.
B Corazon
Ted Leo and the

Pharmacists, Love of
Diagrams

$15
8 p.m.

The Showbox
The Light in the Piazza
(runs until April 22)

$25-$72
7:30 p.m.

The Paramount

Whether you need a cheap
couch for the barren off-campus
house you and your roommates
just moved into or you need to
locate a part time job, there is one
reliable, all inclusive, randomly
perfect resource where you are
likely to fulfill such needs; it's
neither Ikea nor Monster.com.
Both, instead, can be found
on a list that has redefined the
phrase, "one man's trash is another man's treasure," made personal
connections not so personal and
altered the college student's hunt
for housing. I, along with many
others, give thanks to none other
than Craigslist.org.
Sure it's always a bit awkward
contacting a local stranger inquiring about their latest posting for
whatever you as a fellow Craigslister
happen to be looking for. But when
it's all said and done, the exchange
is beneficial for both parties.

A $50 couch, $40 table and
chairs and a $40 coffee table are
among the few purchases I have
made via Craigslist.org. Not to
mention the $40 dresser that I
bargained down from $60.
My dad even asked me to store
a motorcycle for him if someone
in the emerald city happened to
be selling the 1974 Bultaco Pursang 250 he was iooking for on
the beloved list that is Craig's.
But my personal accounts of
Craiglist.org use barely illustrate
just how useful people, far from
myself, find the site to be.
More than 15 million people
from over 54 different countries
use Craigslist.org each month
and users self-publish 14 million
new classified ads each month.
That is precisely why everyone
participating in the Craigslist
community quite often find
themselves finding just what they
logged on to look for.
Extensive networking that occurs on this conservatively named

site would quite commonly lead
one to believe that there is a
massive set of masterminds behind the whole operation that
will soon hand over the precious
"List" into the greedy hands of
some corporate computer giant.
But in this case, it really is all
the
name.
in
Seriously, who is Craig? Does
Craig exchange things within his
self-titled community? How do I
know the stranger I bought the
$50 couch better tharr I know
Craig, the list holder? A simple
headshot placed next to the logo
on the main page would resolve
the dilemma.
Things started to make a little
more sense once I start paying
the bookmarked-site a little more
attention. The default city when
you log on: San Francisco/Bay
Area. Coincidence? I think not.
There is in fact someone
behind the phenomenon. His
name, yes, is Craig. Craig Newmark, a 53 year old self-admit-

ted socially incompetent but
talented ex-software programmer who operates the site from
San Francisco with help from 24

employees.
So this is Craig. A middleaged, dark-haired, balding computer smart guy that started

this whole thing by sending and
receiving emails telling people
about cool events around San
Francisco. Then his events list
became large enough to require a
listserv, and just like that, Craig's
List was born.
I'm not entirely positive as
to why I failed to think such
a person existed behind all the
postings. It's somewhat embarrassing, really. But now that I
know, I don't suspect that I will
look at Craigslist.org the same
so long as I continue to utilize
its services. It's Craig Newmark's
list now.
Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu
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Hip-hop isn't really dead,
it's just severely wounded

'Perfect Stranger'
leaves audience
wanting more
Sean Towey
Staff Writer
When the opportunity arose
review Halle Berry's upcoming film "Perfect Stranger," I, like
any red-blooded American male,
jumped out of my seat. Hoping
for a movie similar to "Monsters
Ball," I squirmed with anticipation as the previews rolled byand
the movie began.
I was sadly disappointed, but
not just because Berry never gallivants across the screen in her
birthday suit. Unlike Berry's
body, the film was mediocre
through and through, with so-so
to

writing followed by questionable
directing.
"Perfect Stranger" has Berry
playing the part of Rowena Price,
an ace investigative reporter who
goes by the pseudonym David
Shane, for what reason absolutely no one knows. However,
anyone confused about her profession should be able to guess
by the very newspaper-esque
tweed cap she wears throughout

Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer

find the culprit. Their search
leads them to Harrison Hill,
the CEO of a major advertisement company, played by Bruce
Willis. Harrison Hill is basically
"Die Hard'"s John McClane,
only in an Armani suit. At one
point, Hill thrashes an employee
around a room for not remaining loyal and selling secrets to the
rival advertisement company.
Along with his temper, Hill
has a problem with cheating on
his wife with young office workers. Price takes advantage of this
weakness and begins working at
his office, beginning a questionable relationship. Hill also enjoys talking dirty to girls online,
which is another way Price gets
involved.
The movie is drawn out, and
moves incredibly slow. Though
the ending is exciting and unexpected, having to sit through
the first hour and half is painfully
dull. After watching the movie
the apparent moral is that people
all have two easily distinguishable personalities, one good and
one bad. For example, Miles' first
personality is a nice, nerdy, regular guy. However, his other evil

the movie.
The beginning of the movie
attempts a social commentary
about the state of the media in personality is a giant creepster
todays world to little avail. Rife who hides in Prices apartment as
with melodrama, Berry shouts she gets it on with her boyfriend.
out the line, "Remember when
It is a trite moral, if there's ever
we told the news instead of cover
been one.
it up?" after her story exposing
The acting in the movie is as
the homosexuality of a conservagood as the writing allows for.
tive member of Congress gets the Though Willis, Berry and Ribisi
axe by the editor.
all perform well, they cannot esThis cements the relationcape from the narrow confines of
ship between Price and her best poor writing.
friend Miles, played by Giovanni
However, some funny oneRibisi. If no one remembers, Riliners appear through out the
bisi made his big break when he movie. For example, after beappeared on the television show ing asked whether or not he can
"Friends" as Phoebe's brother. hack into a certain mainframe,
In "Perfect Stranger," Miles is a Miles responds, "It's got more
technological whiz kid, like the entry points than a college girl
stereotypical whiz kid played in at Mardi Gras." That's pretty
dozens of other movies, the type funny.
of kid who cracks his knuckles,
Overall, the movie attempts
types for about three and a half to be more artistic and deep than
seconds, and is suddenly searchit can handle; much like a preing through CIA files. Only teen girl's attempt at poetry. It's
Miles hacks into advertising terrible, but you feel bad telling
companies.
her that.
The basic plot of the movie
This one is definitely a renter.
is Price's childhood friend is
brutally murdered, forcing Price Sean can be reached at
and Miles to work together and toweys@seattleu.edu

When you think of rap music,
what first comes to mind? Bling?
Blunts, forties and b—s?
For me, hip-hop always referred
to the type of music I "wasn't supposed to listen to," a phrase echoed
by my parents, schoolteachers and
various other adults. The Eminem,
Tupac and Snoop Dogg CDs I
owned in 1998were hidden in boxes
and random shelves of my bedroom,
only to be played at a lengthy distance from my mothers ears.
But I loved them, regardless.
Today I can still rap all the lyrics
to Gin and Juice" and I am quite
proud of that.
Even with a closet fascination
of hip-hop, growing up with an
indirect sense of negativity towards
the genre made it seem like rap was
a farce, a throwaway culture not
worth subscribing to.
In reality, hip-hop is so much
more than that. It is a unique, colorful way of life, a gateway of expression for many youths disregarded or
gentrified by school administrations
and government programs.
Hip-hop grew up in poor urban
cities virtually ignored by upper class
American society. B-boys, DJs and
emcees began as kids growing up in
the projects looking for creative outlets to express themselves. Finding

adf

Photo Courtesy Rotten Tomatoes.com

Bruce Willis (left) and Halle Berry (right) star in the new film "Perfect
Stranger." Berry,.an undercover reporter, seduces Willis' character
after he is suspect of killing Berry's friend.

none available to them, these artists
made it up, pioneering the road to

hip-hop.

breakdancing class last week and was
blown away with the positive energy
he brought to even the youngest
members of his class. There was no
ego, no "balla" status implied in
learning how to break. He was there
to teach, eager to pass on a lifetime
of knowledge to a new generation
of kids interested in hip-hop. Jeromeskee is passionate about showing them it's not all about drugs and
image in the world of b-boying.
Talking with him really opened
my eyes to a side of hip-hop I
thought only existed in cheesy inspirational films and school anti-drug
campaigns that show you can stay
away from drugs and still be "hip."
There is a real voice behind the marketed images the music industry sells
to a mass audience.
While mainstream artists generate forgettable songs and complimentary, flashy videos, Jeromeskee continues to advocate a clean
lifestyle with personal style in his
Wednesday classes at Velocity Dance
Studio. The juxtaposition of what's
real and what's imagined in the
world of hip-hop lies just around
the corner of Pike St. To really understand the meaning ofhip-hop, go
to the roots and talk to the people
on the ground, not the artists with
their names in marquee lights.

As time passed, the sounds of rap
and hip-hop changed dramatically,
leaving behind the sense of community empowerment the form was
created for.
The results are all too familiar—
rap stars who make too much money off vulgar, violent lyrics generated
by the music industry machine. It
isn't even the lyrics that are consistently offensive—the problem lies
in the artist's inability to properly
address societal or personal issues in
an artistic, unique way. While hiphop prodigies of thepast rigorously
fought mainstream to stay fresh and
original, many beats out right now
are merely ghosts ofthe better songs
they rip off. The lack of originality
in the music industry is frustrating
-the artists that sell are usually the
ones that sell out.
I was fed up with radio overplay
and just about ready to give up
on the scene altogether. Then, last
week I met some local artists who
are truly passionate about changing
their communities though street expression. They are keeping a finger
on the dying pulse of true hip-hop.
They're bringing it back.
The Massive Monkees are an incredible example of what it means
to be positive role modelswithin the
Lauren can be reached at
community. I went to Jeromeskee's
padgettl@seattleu.edu
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■ Prepare for a career in business,
government and not-for-profit
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■ Build real world experience
through internships and consulting
■ Combine law and management
with Willamette's joint MBA/JD
program.

I "I chose Willamette originally for
I its law school and location in the
I Northwest. However, part of my

I
I

decision to study at Willamette
was the MBA and Law joint
degree offering a program took
advantage of after my first year of
law school. My Willamette MBA
.experience created a number of new
career possibilities that would not
have been available without a joint

I

Peter Johnson, MBA/JD '08
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Thurs. April 12,

Softball vs. St. Martin's
2 p.m.
Logan Field

Fit April 13,
UW men's tennis vs.
Arizona State
1:30 p.m.
Bill Quillian Stadium
UW baseball vs. UC
Riverside
6:30 p.m.
Husky Ballpark

sports

Track continues to break records
Jessie DiMariano

StaffWriter
As the spring season progresses
for the Seattle University track
and field team, a common theme
has developed: improvement.
Young and old team members
alike, this season's competitors
have consistently set personal and
school records, qualified for conference and won numerous field
events during competition.
At the 22nd annual JD Shotwell Invitational hosted by the
University of Puget Sound, SU

maintained solid performances
across

Sat. April 14,
Baseball vs. Central
Oregon CC

2:30 p.m.
Bobby Morris Playfield
Mariners vs. Texas
12:55 p.m.
Safeco Field
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the board.

Lindsey Currier, freshman
thrower, set a new school record
and qualified for the GNAC
Championships winning the
women's discus throw last Saturday, proving the young team has
serious potential.
Currier broke her own school
record by over four feet, throwing
a distance of 123-7, the fifth-best
throw by a GNAC athlete this
season. She also finished third in

the shot put with a top throw of
36-0, while Kahlia Keita, junior
thrower, finished in fifth place.
"Lindsay is going to completely re-write the record books in
the discus during her time at Seattle U," said Trisha Steidl, head
coach. "She has a lot of promise
and is like many of the people on
our team: young, motivated and
physically and mentally prepared
to make big improvements in the
next few years."
On the men's side, competition was just as strong as Nicholas
Dols, senior distance runner, and
Garrett Brown, senior sprinter
and jumper, also qualified for
conference championships.
Dols won the 800-meter run
with a time of 1:54.76, the fifthbest time in the GNAC this season. Also competing solid, Brown
finished second in the 400-meter
hurdles with a GNAC qualifying
time of 56.39 seconds, the thirdfastest in the conference so far
this year.
"[He] ran a very smart and
even race. Not going out too hard

in the 800 is how you win it and
that's exactly what he did," said
Steidl. "He even split the 800,
which is not easy to do."
Representing the young talent

freshman pole vaulter, tied for
first in the pole vault, clearing a
season-best height of 9-9, while
also finishing fifth in the 400
hurdles and seventh in the long

that has emerged on the team this

jump.

season, Daniel Sullivan,

"The training has been more
specific and individual this year
than it likely ever has been before," said Steidl. "That and the
fact that we have coaches for each
event is what [is] making the big
difference."

freshman
sprinter, won the 400 hurdles
with a time of 54.57 seconds
and earned a provisional qualifying spot in the conference meet
with his fourth place finish in the
100-meter dash.
All in all, the men's team
earned 81 points in the team
competition, enough for third
place finish ahead of Lewis &
Clark College, Saint Martin's
University and Pacific Lutheran
University.
"The team showed great progress and performed beyond most
people's expectations, as has been
the case in the last few meets,"
said Nathan Heitzinger, senior
distance runner and captain of
the men's team.
The Redhawks are making
their mark in a variety of field
events, as Courtney Cabebe,

The

team

has had training

from designated distance, sprints,
throws and vaulting coaches,
helping strengthen the Redhawks'
overall competition.
"The chemistry and motivation on this team is renewed this
year, I think, and it will take them
to new heights," said Steidl.
The team heads to Ellensburg,
Wash., for the Spike Arlt Invitational at Tomlinson Stadium this
Saturday in hopes of continuing
their solid competition.
Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu

Steidl brings passion for running to developing program
Jessie DiMariano
Staff Writer
Down the long, narrow hall
the
in
Department of Athletics,
there lies an office with the door
wide open and a giddy voice
echoing down the corridor from
within the confined space.
"It's beautiful outside. I just
went on a great run and it totally
changed my whole day," said the
cheerful voice into the phone.
As I approach the welcoming office, I find Trisha Steidl
in a bright, neon green running
shirt wrapping up a conversation, convincing the person on
the other line to go for a run on
this sunny Thursday afternoon.
As she turns, taking off her
Asics running shoes and apologizing for what will probably
be odorous socks and feet, she
greets me with a smile and encourages me to take a seat in her
cluttered office.
To the left of her computer
there sits an endurance formula
Gatorade bottle, accompanied by
a carton of calcium powder. On
the windows behind Steidl, there
are scenic photos of the Cascades
and surrounding natural sites.
Upon entering her personal
space, Steidl comes to life. She's
no longer the professional, head
coach of the SU Cross Country
and Track and Field team that I
have come to interview. Instead,
she's the vivacious, witty, and
athletic 20-something new addition to the Seattle University
Department of Athletics.
Originally from Bellingham,
Steidl has been a fan of the gorgeous days that Washington has
to offer for quite some time.

Prior to accepting her position as head coach for the Seattle
University team, Steidl was offered the chance to start a new
track program at the University
of Great Falls in Montana. She
soon realized, however, that Seattle was too perfect of a place to
pursue her passion for running.
"We've got mountains every
direction you look. There's Baker,
Rainier, the Olympics, the Cascades," says Steidl. "We're surrounded by gorgeous areas, and
there's water all around of different sorts. We've got everything
here."
Steidl didn't just recently come
to love the Seattle area, though.
She attended the University of
Washington from 1995 to 1999
where she earned her bachelor
of arts in psychology and began
to eagerly apply her competitive
athleticism.
Steidl was admittedly not the
athletic type growing up. In fact,
before she learned to appreciate
competitive athletics, she was
accomplished musically, playing
the piano and clarinet when she
was younger.
But after a competitive run
with badminton in high school,
Steidl developed the motivation
to dedicate herself to sports.
Despite her initial doubts
about being small for the sport,
Steidl joined the UW women's
rowing team, which ended up
winning three NCAA Division
I National Championships during her time at the university. After qualifying for the 2000 U.S.
Olympics Trials in rowing and
not having the means to compete, however, Steidl decided to
focus on her running.

Julie Ignacio

,
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Trisha Steidl will be finishing out herfirst year as the cross country and track coach and is looking forward
to future seasons. Steidl was drawn to Seattle because of the area's beauty, but will remain as a result of
her love for running and helping other competitive runners meet their potential.
In September of2ooo, as Steidl
explains it, her running career
started. She began attending Seattle Pacific University in pursuit
ofher master's degree in sports and
exercise leadership.
While earning her degree,
Steidl dedicated herself to training
for at least an hour a day, working
30 to 35 hours a week as department manager at Safeway to pay
the bills, coaching for a credited
internship and all-the-while directing her attention toward her
goal of becoming a coach or physical education teacher post-graduation.

Steidl graduated in the spring of
2005, and one year later, opportunity came knocking on her door:
a head coaching position at Seattle
University became available.

It was something she had
been striving to do to help motivated people work towards accomplishing their athletic goals,
both small and large.
"I don't do what I do to get
accolades from other people. I
just want to be around and be
able to help people at the highest level possible," says Steidl.
Steidl's first year at Seattle
University has been demanding but rewarding for the newlytrained head coach.
Steidl's motive for coaching
is something her colleagues and
student athletes have both come
to appreciate.
To the left ofher office desk,
there stands a bookcase stocked
with a couple boxes of Honey
Bunches ofOats cereal, an array

of training books and a sleeping bag stuffed on the bottom

shelf.
"I spend way more time here
in my office than I do at home,"
says Steidl. "Uli, [assistant
coach], and I always joke that
we might as well put our stuff
in storage and live here because
we work so much."
Steidl's passion is running
and she is a self-described selfish only child who could focus
solely on her personal running
career. But as long as she is here
at Seattle, Steidl has a passion
for accomplishing her goals
while building the successful
team she knows SU can have.
Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu
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Namanny shuts down Western to redeem series

n

Besides a couple singles
and the run earnedwhen
Nokes stole home, Seatde was unable to produce offensively,
loosing this game 5-1.
"Their [Westerns] guy was throwing from a low arm angle, so [our]
guys were constandy making at-bat
adjustments. We would've needed to
play about a 15-inning game in order

sports

"I told [the team] that we're a
better club than we showed yesterday [Saturday], and that we're in
these guys's league," Jackson said.
"We can compete with these guys.
We already have that respect around
the league and we needed to show
up and keep that respect."
Western may have underestimated Seattle that day, or simply

JulieIgnacio
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Kevin Roach, sophomore pitcher, allowed for runs by Western Washington Univeristy during the first game of the series.

relaxed after taking the first two
games as they sat their starting
lineup early in the game.
Things changed however when
Seattle's offense made a strong
showing right away. In the first inning Roach gave the team an early
lead with an RBI double. Nokes
followed with another RBI to
bring the score to 2-0 in the first
inning.
After that, Western changed
their lineup a bit and although the
Redhawks had two base hits they
were unable to score.
David Murakami, junior utility player, stepped in for injured
Augie Matteo, sophomore catcher,
just before the start of the game.
While he was a major asset behind
the plate, Murakami also produced
when he stepped up to the plate.
He earned the Redhawks their third
run in the fourth inning with an
RBI triple and fourth run with an
RBI in the eighth inning.
"It was kind of spur of the moment, [Matteo] said he couldn't go
so coachasked me if I couldcatch. I
had for the two games at Evergreen,
so I felt pretty confident going in,"
said Murakami. "I felt like I was
seeing the ball a lot better and I
don't know, I felt like overall as a
team [we] hit a lot better."

to figure it out and unfortunately we
only get seven," said Jackson.
With the series lost Seattle's team

members showed deep disappointment.

"I think we could have done a lot
better as a team. The last inning was
really frustrating in the first game and
we didn't hit at all the second game,"
said Roach. "We played six innings
of good baseball and that was about
•

it.

»

—-

Still, the team looked forward to
their final match up against Western
as a chance to prove themselves.
Before Sunday's game Seattle got
prepared by hitting the batting cages
early.

Julie Ignacio
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Keegan Nokes slides into home plate scoring the only run during the
second game against Western Washington.
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Nick Richey pitched during the second game against Western Washington. The Redhawks ended up loosing the game 5-1.
Seattle scored again in the eighth
inning after Nick Shekeryk, senior
first baseman, crossed the plate on
a fielder's choice.
Sean Namanny, senior pitcher,
shut Western down with an impressive performance throughout
the game. The Vikings were only
able to score one run in the ninth
inning, ending the game with a
score of 5-1.
"We didn't pitch bad yesterday
[Saturday] but Namanny showed
up today [Sunday] and really got
it done," said Jackson. "We threw
more strikes today and kept the
ball down a little better. We didn't

have any free passes pitching. We
made Western earn every bit of
it."
After bouncing back from Saturday's losses, Seattle is confident
that they can win their series this
weekend against Central Oregon
Community College.
"I think we just need to focus
on hitting, and staying consistent," said Murakami. "Oregon's
not playing bad, but I feel like we
can take all three games against
them."
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu

Softball jumps to second, needs wins this weekend
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer

carry us through the season," said
Saturdays game looked like they putting it in play and when that
Lauren Berin, freshman designated were going to mirror the low scores happens that's when you get all the
hitter and nursing major.
from Friday's games, but Western breaks. They definitely capitalized
Seattle University Softball pulled
Berin got three hits on Friday used one big offensive inning in on every mistake we made."
away from this weekend with a and crossed the plate twice in the both games to take the wins.
SU jumped to the lead in Satsplit record and a bit of luck that's two games.
"I'd say Friday we showed what urday's second game making the
keeping them in the running for
Although the pitching kept we're capable of and Saturday we score 2-1 in the third inning, but
both teams with low scores, the had a little bit of let down. We've the pitching and defense weren't
regionals.
In the first doubleheader against game may have ended sooner if been relying on our pitching and able to stop Western's four run
Western Washington University, SU had brought runners home, it wasn't there and our bats didn't rally in the fifth inning. SU
SU again demonstrated its powerful an ongoing struggle for the team. respond," said Powers.
took a 7-2 loss and a 5-2 loss in
Unlike Friday, where SU's pitchpitching, which earned Erin Martin Between the two games on Friday,
Saturday's games, although they
her 10th win of the season, striking 18 runners were left on base, but ing had sent batters back to the did leave less runners on base and
out four batters and only allowing
the lineup showed signs of filling dugout in order, Saturday Western totaled 10 strikeouts, six less than
three hits for a 3-1 victory.
the gap left by Jane Purdy in the hit strongly, doubling SU's hits 12- on Friday.
Both teams battled through the last tournament.
6 in the first game.
"We're taking baby steps. It's
second game on Friday until cruAccording to Dan Powers,
Megan Maclsaac, Shortstop and a step in the right direction at
cial errors by Western allowed two coach, the offense is beginning to sophomore humanities in teaching least," said Maclsaac. "It'll hapunearned runs to score in the top come around, but the team's hits major, contributed six hits, one pen. Everyone's kind of starting
of the eighth inning. While both were somewhat unlucky line drives RBI and one run over the weekto fill their role. There's more urgames were a pitching battle with right to the defense.
end. She described the split record gency and dependency on everySU serving up 10 strikeouts and
"It is improving because we have as somewhat ironic because she felt one else in the lineup."
Western 16, SU still came out on more players contributing. We just the team hit better on Saturday
Even though the hits didn't fall
need consistency throughout the than on Friday.
top, tripling Westerns hits 9-3 and
well for SU on Saturday, those losses
in the next game 8-3.
"On Saturday we really hit the luckily didn't hurt SU's chances for
lineup," said Powers. "We're still try"Our defense did really well ing to find the top 9 or 10 players to ball well and had good quality regionals because the games didn't
take us through the rest of this season, at bats. We were hitting the ball count toward the conference. With
holding Western. It's kind of relieving that you can just put a stop but it's making thathard to define that at people, we just didn't get any the two wins on Friday, the team's
to them and the pitchers had a big right line up that's going to propel us.
breaks," said Maclsaac. "I would now in second place heading into
part in that again, they continue to We're giving everybody a chance."
say they started hitting the ball and the games Thursday and Saturday.

Although Powers said they
the two games against
St. Martin's University, he's not
must win

worried about the team's ability
keep their rank. If the team
wins the doubleheader Thursday and beats Western Oregon
this weekend they'll be in first
to

place.
"I don't feel there's a lot of
pressure. If we play up to our
abilities we'll end up on top,"
said Powers. "The team needs
to relax and focus on the task at
hand, on every at bat, and keep
a good mental frame of mind.
There's no need to panic because
we can still control our own destiny."
The team faces Saint Martin's
Thursday at Logan Field at 2 and
4 p.m. Then they are scheduled
to travel to Oregon to play three
games against Western Oregon
starting April 14. If they win
these next five games the team
will be first in conference.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
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editorial
Every quarter we see them; attempting to be nondescript in their
actions. Refusing to take on the responsibilities required of all who
attend an institution of higher learning. Every quarter many elude
detection, and are free to continue with their habitual ways, while
a select unfortunate few are caught in the act, and are finally confronted by the system that they tried with such cunning effort to
deceive.
According to an e-mail distributed to students within the Albers
business school, winter quarter 2007 experienced a significant increase in the number of cases involving academic dishonesty and
cheating, and though the overall tone of the message was passive, the
point was clear: if you are caught cheating, you will be expelled.
As students within a university setting, individuals are under
pressure from all sides. Not only are our academic endeavors at the
pinnacle of importance in our lives, but so are the extracurricular
pursuits, internships, jobs and social pressures. Students involve and
stretch themselves to the brink of exhaustion, constantly looking
for opportunities to pad their resumes for the impending jobsearch
surely awaiting them after graduation.
It is not unreasonable to understand why depression rates among
college aged individuals are skyrocketing, why alcohol and substance
abuse surround us, and why students, who enroll at a university
to educate themselves for the future, choose to cheat themselves
out of the knowledge and expertise that is literally being handed
to them.
In no way is this condoning the premises surrounding the cheating culture that abounds at this university, as it does at nearly every

institution of education. However, the perception that one must

do everything and anything to promote themselves and their future
opportunities is logically flawed in its reasoning.
As students we pay upwards of $20,000 everyyear for the exposure to knowledge that will benefit us in our future pursuits. This
isn't public high school, where the courses forced down your throat
involve material few consider to be of any relevance for their future
lives. Students are not forced to be at Seatde University: they are
here because of the work they've put into their academics so far
and, hopefully, because they want to be. The courses students here
take are courses rooted in the disciplines we plan to develop into
careers; as such (and as much as it may hurt to admit that our high
school teachers were right all along), the only person we'rehurting is
ourselves. If we're hurting ourselves, we're hurting our pocketbooks;
if we're hurting our pocketbooks, we're hurting our families; and
if we're hurting our families, the world will ultimately be a far less
pleasant place to live. When presented with the opportunity to cheat,
every Seatde University student should ask themselves the question:
is it worth jeopardizing what is literally my entire future?
While it could be argued that cheating discredits the reputation
of the institution, cheapens the degree that every individual receives,
the fact remains that education will always only include what the
individual is able to take away from it. In the long run it is not the
degree that we are after, or the prestige of the university that we attended, we are working toward expanding our base ofknowledge so
that we can more fully and apdy apply ourselves to whatever course
we choose to pursue in life.
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I don't know about you, but I
haven't been to church in years. So
why should you care what I have
to say about the Sabbath? Why
should you care about the Sabbath
at all? Because even after thousands
of years of technological change,
the human condition within civilized society has stayed the same.
According to the book of Genesis, since losing access to the harmony of Eden; we have had to "toil
by the sweat of our brow ... until
we return to the ground." Although
most of us don't directly depend
on the sweat of our brow for our
meals, the truth of that "curse" has
not lost its relevance today. Where
Adam plowed, sowed and reaped
the benefits of the harvest, we network, pad our resumes and get jobs
and scholarships; we attend class,
study and score well on finals.
Although our toil is clearly
different from Adam and Eve's,
perpetual striving produces stress
in our lives just as it did in theirs.
The difference is that those early
cultures knew how to step out of
the myopic focus of human toil.
They had a time for the celebration
of community and reflection; they
called it the Sabbath.

For many of us, the Sabbath of
today seems an abstraction of the
original practice, and it no longer
accomplishes what it was intended
to do replenish us spiritually.
Where as it was once a subtle
reminder that competition, striving
-

From iPods blaring

in our ears as we
walk to work, to the
almost comatic state
of television watching

there is a sea of
options for shallow

over-stimulation of our
minds.
and achievement may not be all it's
cracked up to be, in many eyes, the
Sabbath doesn't do that anymore.
It has devolved from meaningful
practice to empty ritual, like brushing your teeth without toothpaste.
As any dentist will tell you, brushing your teeth without toothpaste

(no matter how

furiously) will not

get rid of gum disease or prevent

cavities.
I want to be clear here that
I'm not arguing against attending
church. For a lot of people going
to church is just what they need
to feel refreshed and energized, and
prevent those pesky cavities.
But for the rest ofus, dogma and
doctrine seem to be lacking in some
way we can't quite put our finger
on. The problem is that instead of
reflecting on this inadequacy, we ignore it, and the stimulating world
we live in serves as insulation from
that reality. From iPods blaring in
our ears as we walk to work, to the
almost comatic state of television
watching, to that impulsive wandering on the Internet, there is a
sea of options for the shallow overstimulation of our minds.
It isn't until we turn off the
lights, the radio, the TV, the computer and try to settle our minds
that we are sometimes reminded
of the things that we meant to do
that just didn't manage to break
through the white noise of the
day. How many times have you lay
down for the night, closed your
eyes, only to have some obscure
topic pop in to your head? Usually
it's the reading you're a week behind
on and meant to catch up on, or

the exercise regimen you forgot to
but sometimes it's something
a little more profound, a little more
complex than you have any hope of
resolving as you slowly drift into a
blissful sleep.
Obviously these sorts of intense
personal dilemmas are not going to be solved watching "Grey's
Anatomy" or browsing YouTube.
I'd like to say I have the solution,
but the best I can offer is a toothpaste substitute. Grab some sort
of timer, and set it to go off after
a short while, somewhere between
ten minutes and an hour. Ideally you
wouldn't need a timer, but hey, you
don't want to waste your whole day,
right? Find a place where you won't
be disturbed or distracted by anyone
or anything, and relax. Try to let go
of the desire to "economize" your
time, or direct your thoughts toward
start,

something "productive."
Of course, the depth of this experience is not going to be close to
the sort that Hebrews enjoyed thousands of years ago, but hey you still
haven't gone to the gym yet today,
and you want to see Blades ofGlory
tonight. This way you won't have to
find some dentist to deal with those
toothaches, at least for a while.
Matthew can be reached at
enkemam@seattleu.edu

spectator@seattleu.edu
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McDonalds unleashes beverage on unsuspecting world
Chris Kissel
Staff Writer
I was at Bauhaus, a coffee shop
the corner ofMelrose and Pine
streets, when I noticed the large
blue billboard that stood threateningly across the street.
"Piping cold" it said, beaming
its confrontational message across
the road and into the second floor
window, where I sat toiling away
at my homework. Underneath the
typically stupid McDonalds advertising slogan was pictured a fairly
appetizing cup of iced coffee, the
corporations latest attempt to overtake the world and, more specifically, Seattle's coffee culture.
Usually I ignore McDonalds and
everything affdiated with it, but
this time I took the advertisement
on

as a

challenge, mostly because the

billboard sits directly between me
and the Space Needle, so I couldn't

ignore it if I tried. The billboards
order was tall; it was trying to advertise the sugary (yet somehow
bitter) sludge that McDonalds
passes as coffee, sold in a revolutionary new way, to a room full of
people who obviously enjoy good
coffee and the establishments in
which it is sold. It is almost as if it
were saying, "Forget your gourmet
coffee, your delicious locally made
pastries, and your generally hippy
ways, granola fairy boy. McDonalds
now offers these same things, and
for a much lower price!"
Ofcourse, McDonalds can never offer the culture that one would
experience at a place like Bauhaus,
but they can chip away at competitors simply by offering cool cheap
stuff. I don't think Bauhaus even
sells iced coffee, but McDonalds
seems desperate to push the enve-

lope.
I

was

reminded of this when I

walked

McDonalds to actually
of these frosty beverages. The room was crowded with
droopy, tired people, all looking for
cheap sustenance and, if possible,
minimum human interaction. It
was at this point that I recalled a
friend who had informed me that
this McDonalds was
and, of
course, I'm paraphrasing here
a
to

purchase

one

—

-

"great place

buy drugs."
Now, as unlikely as it seems
that people will start reading Kafka
and arguing about philosophy in
the McDonalds dining area, one
can never be too sure. One of the
clearer signs of McDonalds' plans
for a Seattle coffee shop takeover
are

the

new

to

"McCafes," mini cof-

fee houses owned by McDonalds. A
few have already opened in Dublin,
Ireland and, according to Wikipedia, southeastern Michigan. Because the surly Ires and downtrodden Midwesterners are just one step

down on the stress totem from us up my mind between medium
peevish Seattleites, these will serve and large (no small, of course),
as the perfect testing grounds for
hazelnut, vanilla, and "regular"
the Mcßevolution. And this revolu(I chose vanilla), and paid up
tion will be televised.
my $1.50, I let myself taste the
As I hope I have made clear, I concoction. I took my time with
don't believe that McDonalds is the thing, assessing its caffeine
above an elaborate ploy for world content, judging the amount of
domination, and this bold move sugar, and making the general
should be an indicator to anyone chemical analysis one must make
that Ronald McDonald and his when purchasing digestibles from
posse of corporate thugs are once such a dubious source. Now, it
again up to no good. Another tellmight be the high-fructose corn
tale sign of a commercial conspirasyrup talking, but it really wasn't
cy is the fact that the McDonalds too bad.
I visited sold Seattle's Best brand
It might be time to resign the
coffee (sans ice), which itself is fight against corporate imperialowned by Starbucks. A Starbucks- ism, my friends, because McDonMcDonalds alliance, in the Seattle alds seems to have figured it all
area, sounds like a declaration of out. For all our schooling, they
war if there ever was one.
never taught us how to defeat an
Although I had already made enemy so ruthlessly delicious.
my mind up as to the malevolence
underlying these beverages, I had Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu
to try one anyway. After I made

Awareness week overlooks alcohol addicts
Mike Magidman
Staff Writer
March 26-29 was Alcohol AwareWeek on the Seatde University
campus.
I know many students, including myself were not aware of this
fact. Many students who missed the
happenings of that week are consequently wondering what exactly was
involved, and whether they should
regret their absence from Alcohol
Awareness week.
"The purpose of the week," according to Deb Hinchey, director of
wellness and health promotion, "was
to raise awareness and educate students about various issues surrounding alcohol." The 11 student volunteers that make up the Peer Health
Action Team (PHAT), a division of
Deb's office, predominantly organized the events of Alcohol Awareness Week.
ness

Probably the only thing more self
evident than "I think, therefore I exist" is the fact that college students in
America drink. And by drink, I mean
drink heavily. Maybe awareness isn't
what is needed. The week could be
more effectively tided "Alcohol Education Week."
That's really what we're after,
isn't it? We want our peers to have
an idea about what is actually happening to them physically and
emotionally when they drink; we
don't want to simply call attention to the fact that they do drink.
So did Alcohol Awareness Week
achieve this goal, fail miserably or
fall into the middle world of things
that not many people pay attention
to? Analysis of some of the week's
events may point us toward some
answers.
On Monday the 26th, students
who attended the "Do you know
your limit?" seminar were given a

questionnaire regarding their drinking habits. The students then analyzed their results privately with a
counselor from CAPS or the Health
Center. This was an effort to encourage and help students to assess their
drinking habits.
I have only one problem with
this: there is a sizable chunk of target
audience not represented here. The
students who take the initiative to
go to a seminar to assess their drinking habits are probably not as concerning as the students who think
the seminar is stupid and therefore
stay home to drink. How do we get
through to those who don't already
agree with us?
On Wednesday the 28th some of
you may have seen "the crash." Public Safety, the Seattle Police Department and the Seatde Fire Department
simulated a drunk driving crash on
the lower mall of campus. The charade was complete with DUI arrests

The biggest business in politics
Jon Brock
Volunteer Writer
It has become evident, especially
now that we as citizens of the United
States, are no longer represented by
our government

officials (specifically,

members ofCongress). Yes, "we" vote
these people into office, and we do
so because we presume that they will

respond

to our interests.

However, this is not the case. Politics no longer deals with the social
interests of the people it governs;
politics is founded upon the business
interests of those parties that provide
politicians with the financial means
to be elected into office.
Recendy, it has come to my attention that U.S. Representative Richard (Ric) Keller ofFlorida States 8 th
congressional district, has proposed

amendment (HR1689) to the
Higher Education Act of 1965. The
an

amendment proposes a new allocation of federal education funds to
go towards fighting "piracy" on college campuses. Piracy, in this sense,
is used to denote DC++, Limewire,

Kazaa and other means of "illegal"
file sharing.
It should come as no surprise that
the Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA) and the Motion Picture Associate of America
(MPAA) both made donations to
fund Kellers campaigns in the past
few years. While these donations are
only around $1,000 each, the implications of business interests forcing
their way into political agendas can
be easily inferred.
This all comes as somewhat of a
paradox, in that, on Mr. Kellers congressional web site, his "educational
interests" are noted as: increasing
pell grants, keeping money for our
kids, fighting cuts, standing up for
the disadvantaged and helping hurricane victims.
Ifthese are his interests, then why
is he proposing an amendment for
the use of educational funds to go
towards protecting corporate interests? It is quite simple; most, if not
all, politicians align themselves only
with the interests of those parties
(corporations, PACs, etc.) that can

provide financial gain
cians themselves.

to

the politi-

It would seem to be that members
of Congress, or any persons of political stature, employ a strict reversal of
J.S. Mill's utilitarianism: the goods
of the few (or one) outweigh the
goods of the many. There are many
people that can no longer afford a
college education because the costs
have become too high. But it is good
to know that higher education institutions that receive federal funding
would be able to rid some students
of their financial aid in order for the
RIAA to get their $18 for a CD., and
the MPAA to get their $9.50 for a
movie.

In closing, let me note that it
highly likely that this proposed
amendment will get "shelved" during
is

its review from the House Commit-

on Education and Labor. Howimportant to notice that
the real public interests are not being

tee

ever, it is still

recognized.
Jon can be reached at

brockjB4@gmail.com

and emergency response teams cutting the roofs off of cars in order to
emancipate the passengers.
Some might argue that if this
display affected even one person and
persuaded them from drinking and
driving then it was worth the time
and energy. I agree that microscopic
success is a good reason for a small
sigh of triumph, but I also argue
that the same problem exists here as
with the "Do you know your limit?"
seminar: a large portion of the drunk
driving population is not going to be
affected by this.
In my experience, many habitual
drunk drivers are not delusional; they
simply don't care. They know that
they can get into a horrible accident
or arrested, or even killed, but simply telling them these facts or even
showing it to them in a simulation

doesn't get the point across. They like
driving drunk, or they think that it's
okay because they are good at driving
drunk. These are the same manner
of people who have multiple DUIs,
have been involved in a few drunk
driving accidents, gone through the
state mandated classes and heard all
the sob stories. So why do they still
go and get tanked on Friday night
and drive their Toyota home?
Alcohol Awareness Week offers
some important perspectives on
the culture of alcohol, but I believe
there is a certain extent to which it
will always fall short. Its impotence
is in direct proportion to its inability
to affect the most concerning sect of
alcohol users: the addicts.

Mike can be reached at
magidman@seattleu.edu

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I'm writing this letter in response
to Mike Magidmaris rant about the
new crosswalk between Broadway
and 12th on Cherry St.
Mr. Magidman, the crosswalk
was renovated because all of the
lights were out on the west side of
the crosswalk preventing oncoming

traffic from Broadway from knowing
if a person was in the crosswalk. This
was particularly dangerous around
rush hour, when cars were so backed
up on the North side ofCherry that
pedestrians weren't seen until they
crossed the double yellow lines in
the center of die street. I believe only
five out of eigjht lights worked on the
east side ofthe crosswalk as well.
Also, the City ofSeatde doesn't
make any replacement parts for the
old system that was in place. Hence
the need to replace it...
I think the city planners used
their best judgment in determining that cars stop more often for
red lights than pedestrians in the
street.

I understand your concern about
the "insulting" aspect of the whole
situation. I bet when those dirty

men with orange vests and hard
hats were installing the new crosswalk lights they were pushing each
other, rolling around in the bushes
laughing about how Mr. Magidman, a college student who writes
for the school newspaper, can't cross
the street without a litde help from
the litde "blue" man! I think I overheard them one day by their utility truck snickering about how Mr.
Magidman needs his mom to hold
his hand to cross the streetWell, those things can be brutal... and why are you so concerned
about your feelings? I heard Mayor
Nickels subscribes to The Spectator,
and as he read your headline, a single
tear started to swell in his eye, just as
an intern walked in his office asking,
"what's wrong?"
He answered slowly, stuttered,
and shaken, 'Tve got something in
my eye."
Do you know what was in his
eye, Mr. Magidman? It was the
pain ofknowingly insulting one of
his beloved citizens, and he'll never
know the feelingof apologizing face
to

face.
Matt Vielbig
-

Public
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Trespass Warning/
Malicious Activity

March 6, 7:15 p.m.

What would you rename Bessie Burton?

Public Safety contacted two
non-affiliates trying to reach
the chapel bell ropes to ring
the bell. Subjects were identified as visiting students from
another campus and were
given a trespass warning.

Photos and interviews by Megan Peter

Intoxicated Students
March 5,11:05 p.m.

Public Safety on patrol found
two students and a non-affiliate younger brother intoxicated on the podium at the Murphy Apartments. An RA was
contacted and the incident
documented. The students
were escorted to their room.

"The John Cline Super Powerhouse of
Awesomeness Residence Hall."
John Cline, junior computer science major

"La Casa de Castaneda."
Jesus Castaneda, senior sociology major

Disturbance
March 5, 8 a.m.
Public Safety received a call
of a non-affiliate bleeding from
the face adjacent the chapel
reflecting pool. While officers
attempted to make contact,
tie male walked off campus.
The Seattle Police Department located the male at the
entrance to a local hospital.
Graffiti Arrest
March 6, 7:45 p.m.
Public Safety caught three
males graffiti tagging numerous areas on campus, and
found that they had tagged a
number of neighboring properties as well. The Seattle Police Department were called,
and the males were booked
into jail. Their backpacks were
discovered to be full of spray
paint cans. Facilities is cleaning up the graffiti.
Possible Weapon
with Possible Student
Involvement
March 7, 11:15 p.m.
The Seattle Police Department responded to a call of
a person possibly firing a gun
and subsequently surrounded a duplex on 17th Avenue.
A number of students were
possibly at the duplex and
did not respond to police directions; thus, they weretaken
into custody. All persons were
reportedly released and a BB
gun may have been found at
the-scene, SPD is following up
with Public Safety, who is also
investigating.
Assist Official Agency
March 8, 3:30 am

Public Safety patrolling near
the Connolly Center heard
a woman screaming from a
nearby house and threatening to kill herself. PS advised
the Seattle Police Department,
who contacted the woman.

"Hobbs Hall."
Vincent Hobbs, sophomore
communication studies major

"The Hilary Duff Center for Love...by
Hilary Duff."
Chris French, junior liberal studies major

"Enjoy cleaning your own bathroom."
Renee Amador, freshman
international studies major

"Hogwarts Hall."
Ajla Aljic, freshman
international business major

Weekly science question:
Will time travel ever be invented
Martin Kearney-Fisher
Time travel is the subject of many popular novels and movies,
but is it possible? We cannot answer this question for sure since
we don't know the future, but we can point out some apparent
flaws with the concept of time travel. Before we go any further,
however, we ought to clarify that by time travel, we mean traveling
backwards in time.Time travel in the forward direction is difficult
not to do.
There are several problems with time travel, all of which can
be conveyed using thought experiments. Although we don't want
to make any definite claims about time travel, we hope that the
following scenarios will illuminate some ofthe issues surrounding
it.
The Grandfather Paradox: Suppose you went back in time
to the 1930s and murdered your infant grandfather. With your
grandfather dead, your father will never be born and neither will
you. You should not exist at all, which makes it difficult for you
to have murdered your grandfather.
The Future People: From time to time somebody comes up
with the following objection: "If time travel existed, should we

be seeing people from the future that have come back to visit
us?" The problem with this argument is that one could always
argue that people from the future do come back to visit us but
that they are very sneaky and avoid detection.
Time travel invents itself: Suppose you get a post card in the
mail with detailed instructions on how to travel through time.
After reading it, you then follow the instructions, travel back
in time and deliver the postcard to yourself so that you will
receive it in the future, read it and go back in time and deliver
it... The point is, if time travel were possible with our current
technology, we ought to be able to learn how do it by willing it
into existence!
In conclusion, we at the physics club suspect that time travel
is a logically flawed concept in and of itself. However, don't lose
hope...if the Tralfamadorians can travel through time, perhaps
not

you

can too.

Please send us your science-y questions to us and
we will respond to them in the column! Questions
may be sent to: suphysicsclub@hotmail.com

